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Summary
Despite the growing need of climate movement organisations to be one of the fundamental drivers of
social change, not much research has been done on how these climate movement organisations
contribute to social change. This study aimed to fill this gap of knowledge by analyzing how Extinction
Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement as part of the Dutch climate movement aim to be effective
in the transition towards a more sustainable society in the Netherlands by identifying their strategies
and organisational capacity through a theoretical framework of (New) Social Movement Theory and
the theory of Organisational Capacity. It appears that their strategies differ from each other. Extinction
Rebellion performs massive civil disobedience in order to conduct non-violent direct action against
local and national governments in which disruption, creativity and outreach are very important. Their
strategy is science-based and has a very strong visual part. The Youth Climate Movement on the other
hand is a umbrella organisation that represents the united voice of Dutch youth in the climate debate.
The organisation is a non-activist lobby organisation, that aims to be a constructive dialogue partner
for the government and to come up with solutions for a more ambitious climate policy. It is suggested
that a successful movement should consist of a spectrum of strategies in order to be effective. By
choosing both a different type of strategy, Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement
strengthen the Dutch climate movement as a whole. Second, concerning the organisational capacity,
Extinction Rebellion’s challenges lie in making their decentralized organisation more efficient,
streamlining their evaluation and creating efficient feedback loops, integrating both internal and
external communication and strengthen collaboration with other organisations in the Dutch climate
movement. For The Youth Climate Movement challenges lie in giving structure to the governance of
their organisation, enhancing the quality of their evaluation and also strengthen collaboration with
other organisations in the Dutch climate movement. In addition to that, for both additional challenges
are securing a structural financial income, which threatens not only the continuity and projects of the
organisations, but also the inclusive and diverse culture within the organisations. Having a diverse and
inclusive organisation will provide the organisations with several benefits, such as a more successful
decision-making, better ability to support their strategy and to reach organisational goal(s) and a lower
turn-over of participants. It will also narrow the gap between their organisation and (local) realities.
For both organisations it is also important to look at the possibilities for collaboration and block
formation within the Dutch climate movement. The Dutch climate movement is then more likely to
achieve their common goal(s), since it will provide the Dutch climate movement with opportunities to
organize events with a bigger number of participants and also have a greater change of influence the
transition to a more sustainable society.
Keywords: Dutch climate movement, Extinction Rebellion, The Youth Climate Movement, (New) Social
Movement Theory, Strategy, Organisational Capacity
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1. Introduction
Climate change has become a global challenge that is currently acknowledged by 197 countries under
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). The objective of the
convention is ‘to achieve stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level
that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system’ (United Nations,
1992). This objective and its corresponding framework urgently calls for global action and
corresponding guides and policies to stabilize greenhouse gases and to enhance the resilience of
people to deal with possible consequences of climate change (Gupta, 2007). In 2015, the UN
Sustainable Development Summit in New York adopted the Agenda ‘Transforming our world: the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development’ with seventeen Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). These
SDGs are an urgent call for action by all countries under the UNFCCC in a global partnership (United
Nations, 2015c). Sustainable Development Goal number 13 in particular calls for Climate Action ("SDGs
.:. Sustainable Development Knowledge Platform", 2019). Not much later in 2015, the countries under
the UNFCCC adopted the Paris Agreement, in which they agreed on limiting global warming to less
than 2° Celsius and aim at limiting global warming to only 1,5° Celsius by reducing their greenhouse
gas emissions (United Nations, 2015a). However, recent reports show that CO2 emissions continue to
rise and that it is unlikely global warming will be limited to only 1,5° Celsius (Jordan et al., 2015). This
is an example of one of the many cases in which it becomes clear that overall attempts to impose
internationally negotiated solutions concerning the environment are being ineffective (Sayer & Collins,
2012). It shows that despite substantial focus on sustainability issues in politics, governments remain
on largely unsustainable development trajectories (Abson et al., 2017). According to the National
Inventory Report 2017 it appears that this is no different for the Netherlands, because CO2 emissions
have been increasing in comparison to the base year 1990 (Coenen et al., 2017). As an answer to these
largely unsustainable development trajectories more bottom-up initiatives are being organised by
citizens who aim for locally adapted, flexible and sustainable solutions for a sustainable future (Sayer
& Collins, 2012). An example is, amongst others, the green citizen initiatives that aim to contribute to
the protection of nature or aim to combat (the consequences of) climate change. In the Netherlands
such green initiatives are for example Wormenhotel, Meten=Weten and Operatie Steenbreek
("Wormenhotel – Compost maken met wormen is simpel en leuk", 2019; "Meten is weten", 2019;
"Stichting Steenbreek – Stiching Steenbreek", 2019).

However, even though I believe that small and local initiatives do contribute to the transition towards
a more sustainable society, I also believe that these initiatives alone do not bring the radical transition
societies and governments need to undergo in order to combat (the dramatic consequences of) climate
7

change and to build a sustainable future and society for all. This is also reflected in academic literature
(Feola & Nunes, 2014), where the discussion remains about to which extent different contributors
contribute to the transition towards a sustainable society (Patterson et al., 2017). Even though there
is a strong call for bottom-up initiatives who aim for locally adapted, flexible and sustainable solutions
for a sustainable future as an answer to the largely unsustainable development trajectories of
governments (Sayer & Collins, 2012), it is also mentioned that governments and politics are still key
players in understanding, analysing and shaping transformations towards a more sustainable society
and that a radical transformation in society can still only occur in an institutional context (Patterson et
al., 2017).

As a result of the unsustainable trajectories of governments and societies, over the last couple of years
environmental activists and (global) environmental movements have arisen, which are now common
in our societies and have proven to be a key player for initiating climate action (Delina and Diesendorf,
2016). These movements organize non-violent protests in public places and organize events and
workshops in which people can learn about a more sustainable life. During these events they are first
of all calling for the need of immediate government action to design and perform better climate
policies to avoid, amongst others, tipping points in the climate system, biodiversity loss, and the risk
of social and ecological collapse ("Home - Extinction Rebellion", 2019). In addition they are urging
individuals to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions and to live a more sustainable live ("Home Extinction Rebellion", 2019; "Youth for Climate NL", 2019; "Home - Jonge Klimaatbeweging", 2019).
Last, but not least, they are calling for a societal transformation towards a more sustainable society
("Home - Extinction Rebellion", 2019; "Youth for Climate NL", 2019; "Home - Jonge Klimaatbeweging",
2019). Examples can be found in environmental activists like Greta Thunberg or in (global)
environmental movements like Extinction Rebellion. These activists and environmental movements
are all one by one emphasizing the current climate crisis and the urgency of immediate action by both
governments and citizens. This is where these activists and movements are on the interface of the
micro-level of bottom-up initiatives and the macro-level of existing societal institutions (Törnberg,
2018), and where there is a growing need of climate movement organisations to be one of the
fundamental drivers of social change (Delina & Diesendorf, 2016). Despite this growing need, not much
research has been done on how these climate movement organisations as a fundamental driver
contribute to social change (Schock, 2003; Thomas and Louis, 2014). This study first aimed to fill this
gap of knowledge by identifying and analyzing the strategies of Dutch climate movement organisations
to contribute to the transition towards a more sustainable society in the Netherlands, since lately the
importance of strategies is emphasized for all social movements (Delina & Diesendorf, 2016). In
addition to identifying different strategies of Dutch climate movement organisations, this study also
8

aims to analyze the organisational capacity of these movements that can support their strategies to
achieve their goals, since organisational capacity within movements is argued to be one of the key
capacities for movements to be successful (Chenoweth, 2017) and because organisational capacity has
gained a more dominant role in the achievement of the performance of an organisation (Christensen
& Gazley, 2008). In addition to that, organisational capacity theory can help to understand strategic
behavior in social movements (Weber & King, 2014).

1.1 Research questions
First, to study the effectiveness and the reasons behind success or failure of movements, this study
seeks to explore the strategies of Dutch climate movement organisations that aim to support the
transition towards a more sustainable society in The Netherlands. Therefore, the following research
question has been formulated:

What are the different strategies of Dutch climate movement organisations to support a transition
towards a more sustainable society in the Netherlands?

Second, because organisational capacity within movements is identified as one of the key capacities
for movements to be successful (Chenoweth, 2017) and because organisational capacity theory can
help to understand strategic behavior in social movements (Weber & King, 2014), this study aims to
assess what the organisational capacity of Dutch climate movement organisations is and if it supports
their strategies for a transition towards a more sustainable society in the Netherlands. Therefore, the
following research question has been formulated:

What is the organisational capacity of Dutch climate movement organisations and does it support
their strategies for a transition towards a more sustainable society in the Netherlands?
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2. Theoretical context and framework
The aim of this study is twofold. First, this study seeks to explore the strategies of Dutch climate
movement organisations that aim to support the transition towards a more sustainable society in The
Netherlands and for this (New) Social Movement Theory in combination with Jaspers (2004) theory on
agency has been used. Second, this study aims to identify the organisational capacity of Dutch climate
movement organisations and how it can support their strategies for a transition towards a more
sustainable society in the Netherlands. For the latter the concept of organisational capacity and a basic
diagnostic tool by Cox et al. (2018) to assess organisational capacity has been used.

2.1 (New) Social Movement Theory
2.1.1 Social Movement Theory and New Social Movement Theory
In general social movements are defined as ‘ongoing collective efforts to bring about consequential
social change’ (McCarthy, 1997) that often occurs in the form of a social movement organisation (SMO)
with the main aim to promote this social change (Zald & Ash, 1966; McCarthy, 1997; Zald, 2017). These
SMOs can differ significantly amongst each other in terms of goals, structures and strategies
(McCarthy, 1997) and are constantly subjected to a dynamic interplay with other actors involved in the
issue at stake (Zald & Ash, 1966; McCarthy, 1997; Zald, 2017). This general idea of social movements
and SMOs is now a well-established idea within Social Movement Theory (Zald, 2017). Social
Movement Theory tries to explain why social movements emerge, the forms and its structures under
which it occurs, as well as potential social, cultural and political consequences (Peterson, 1989). Under
Social Movement Theory academics use and apply conceptual tools to understand the emergence,
strategies, structures and processes of social movements (McCarthy, 1997). Concepts such as resource
mobilization and strategic framing processes are used to understand the reasons behind the
emergence of social movements and to explain the success or failure of these movements to establish
social change (McCarthy, 1997). However, this well-established idea of social movements and its
conceptual tools to explain SMOs is a highly institutional approach which leaves little to no room for
norms, values, discourses and ideologies within these organisations even though these might play a
major role in the emergence, strategies, structures and processes of SMOs (Zald, 2017). Therefore,
science makes a distinction between conventional and new forms of social movements (Pichardo,
1997; Opp, 2009). The conventional social movements are seen as ‘instrumentally based actions
concerned with economic redistribution matters’ to push for changes in policy in industrial times
(Pichardo, 1997; Opp, 2009). The new social movements (NSMs) are believed ‘to have moved away
from the instrumental issues of industrialism to the quality of life issues of post materialism’ to
emphasize (the need of) social changes in society (Pichardo, 1997; Opp, 2009). Even though New Social
10

Movement Theory also knows its critical remarks, such as that New Social Movement Theory only
focusses on the political left and that NSMs should be considered as a type of social movements instead
of a completely new type of social movements (Pichardo, 1997), its biggest contribution is that it moves
away from the institutional approach of social movements and its organisations and instead focusses
more on the culture, which includes these norms, values, discourses and ideologies, of social
movements (Pichardo, 1997; Kendall et al., 2005). In line with the characteristics of the New Social
Movement Theory the Dutch climate movement organisations can be seen as NSMs, since these
movements most of all try to emphasize the current climate emergency and the need for climate action
by both society and the Dutch government in order to avoid tipping points in the climate system,
biodiversity loss, and the risk of social and ecological collapse. Alongside pushing and calling for the
Dutch government to establish better climate policies, these Dutch climate movement organisations
are trying to establish a social transition towards a more sustainable society through innovative
development (e.g. by workshops) ("Home - Extinction Rebellion", 2019; "Wie wij zijn · Extinction
Rebellion Netherlands", 2019; "Home - Jonge Klimaatbeweging", 2019; "Youth for Climate NL", 2019).

This study will use Social Movement Theory to examine the strategies of Dutch climate movement
organisations, but keeps in mind that Dutch climate movement organisations appear to have a NSM
character, in which the (the need of) social changes in society are emphasized (Pichardo, 1997; Opp,
2009) and in which it moves away from the institutional approach of social movements and its
organisations and instead focusses more on the culture of social movements (Pichardo, 1997; Kendall
et al., 2005).

2.1.2 Strategies of (New) social movements
Upon now there is no academic consensus over the exact definition of strategy, but in general a
strategy is seen as a well-defined plan to achieve a set goal under uncertain conditions and therefore
includes ends, ways and means (Freedman, 2015). Meyer and Staggenborg (2012) have a broader view
on the definition of strategy, namely that strategy is a relational process. This means that strategy also
can (and should be) subject to change in order to be robust and effective (Meyer and Staggenborg,
2012). This study will use the definition of strategy of Meyer and Staggenborg (2012) throughout the
study, namely that strategy is a relational process that includes a range of actions and reactions to
reach a common goal, because I believe a robust and effective strategy is a strategy that can be subject
to change due to, amongst others, unexpected events, contextual changes and learning.
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For most of the time, social movements and their strategies have been studied in the context of
structural elements such as the availability and structure of its resources, networks and frames (Jasper,
2004). However, academics also became to realize that the agency (conscious awareness) of a social
movement is as important as its structural elements (Jasper, 2004). Over the years academics have
struggled to incorporate agency in their research, and so far they haven’t been able to grasp its exact
implication (Jasper, 2004). Jasper (2004) argues that the most important characteristic of agency is
making choices, since the choice of actions and reactions of a social movement follows their agency.
Without studying the process of choosing a strategy, academics are not able to explain the presence
of structural elements of social movements in an adequate manner (Jasper, 2004). Therefore, this
study aims to explore the choice of strategies of Dutch climate movement organisations, keeping in
mind that, as described in the previous paragraph, Dutch climate movement organisations appear to
have a more NSM focus and that this influences their decisions in their strategies, structures and
processes with which they aim to support the transition towards a more sustainable society in The
Netherlands. Thereby, the view on a certain topic and the goal of an organisation are the foundation
of the strategy of an organisation, which in literature is also called ‘motivation’ (Messick & Kramer,
2004). This motivation influences and affects the focus an organisation brings to its work and strategy
(Messick & Kramer, 2004). Therefore, before exploring the strategies, this study will also explore the
view and goal(s) of Dutch climate movements on what they believe the transition towards a more
sustainable society in the Netherlands entails and what they think is needed in order to get there.

Whereas scholars are focussed on identifying all possible strategies and their consequences, activists,
like the Dutch climate movement organisations, are more focussed on creating an actionable plan that
will help them reaching their goals (Jasper, 2004). This study is interested in the choices Dutch climate
movement organisations make out of the repertoire of strategic options they have, and the small
choices or bigger dilemma’s they are facing. Therefore, this section highlights some examples of
strategies and inherent choices and dilemmas an SMO (un)consciously encounters. Of course, other
strategies, choices or dilemma may come up during the research phase of this study.

One example is that some NSMOs organize themselves in a decentralized way, instead of having a
central administration that makes all the decisions (Pichardo; 1997). It is argued that NSMOs do so,
because one of their core beliefs is het this is how society should be functioning as well (Pichardo;
1997). This implies that decentralizing the organisation is a conscious choice made by the organisation.
In academic literature this is classified as a choice made under the organisation dilemma (Jasper, 2004;
Maney et al., 2012; Meyer and Staggenborg, 2012). One of the trade-offs in this dilemma is the choice
between a probably more effective centralized organisation and a bigger member involvement in a
12

less effective decentralized organisation (Jasper, 2004). In order to be more effective as a decentralized
organisation, Delina et al. (2014) for examples argues that one of the options could be to institute
deliberative democracy exercises in which the focuses lies on deliberation instead of debating over a
consensus.

Another important feature of SMOs is that they organise or participate in demonstrations, protests
and activities to influence society (Jasper, 2004; Maney et al., 2012; Delina et al., 2014). Within these
activities the distinction between ‘outward-oriented climate activism’ and ‘prefigurative climate
activism’ can be made (Delina et al., 2014). Outward-oriented climate activism means that actions of
SMOs consists of confrontational activities that put pressure on invested parties (such as governments
and NGOs) (Delina et al., 2014). SMOs can for example organise non-violent protests near government
buildings in which they deliberately take to risk of being arrested in order to emphasize the importance
of the situation at hand. Prefigurative climate activism means that SMOs organises activities,
workshops or dialogues to create awareness amongst individuals and communities on the issue at
hand (Delina et al., 2014; Maney et al., 2012). These are two completely different strategies for the
same cause, and Jasper (2004) calls this the Naughty or Nice dilemma in which social movements have
to choose between a strategy of disruption (e.g. demonstrations near government buildings) and a
strategy of debate (e.g. initiating discussion groups) (Maney et al., 2012). Literature suggests that nonviolent disruption contributes to success of SMOs in reaching their goals (Fuller, 2007; Thomas & Louis,
2014), and that it therefore should consist of both outward-oriented activism and prefigurative
activism (Delina et al., 2014).

As mentioned before, there are more dilemmas an SMO encounters when defining a strategy than the
examples described in this section. Additional dilemma’s for Dutch climate movement organisations
can be found in whether SMOs should shift their goals along the way or not (The Shifting Goals
dilemma), how far they should expand their organisation (The Extension Dilemma) or whether to
pursue direct action such as confrontations or indirect action such as organizing workshops (Direct or
Indirect Moves dilemma) (Jasper, 2004; Maney et al., 2012; Meyer and Staggenborg, 2012). It is
important to note that both sides of a dilemma have it (dis)advantages and that there is no ‘good’
choice. However, as shown in previous paragraphs, literature does suggest certain strategies for SMOs
(Fuller, 2007; Delina et al., 2014; Thomas & Louis, 2014; Delina & Diesendorf, 2016).

Besides dilemma’s SMOs are facing, Jasper (2004) also describes four set of questions with which these
choices of strategies can be researched. The first set of questions examines the nature of the dilemma
and thus researches what the dilemma is, why the SMO this dilemma has and how important this
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dilemma is for the SMO (Jasper, 2004). The second set examines the choices the SMO makes regarding
this dilemma and thus researches what has led to the decision that the SMO made (Jasper, 2004). The
third set examines the effects of the presence of the dilemma and thus researches which actions the
SMO took to come to a decision about the dilemma at hand (Jasper, 2004). The last and set category
examines the effects of the choice the SMO made regarding the dilemma at hand (Jasper, 2004). This
study will focus on the first and the second category of questions, because these categories will provide
the researcher with insights in the different strategies Dutch climate movement organisations choose
to support a transition towards a more sustainable society in the Netherlands.

2.2 Organisational capacity
In addition to the exploration of the strategies of Dutch climate movement organisations, this study
aims to identify the organisational capacity of Dutch climate movement organisations and how it can
support their strategies for a transition towards a more sustainable society in the Netherlands. The
reason for this is that organisational capacity within SMOs is argued to be one of the key capacities for
SMOs to be successful (Chenoweth, 2017) and because organisational capacity has gained a more
dominant role in the achievement of the performance of an organisation (Christensen & Gazley, 2008).
In addition to that, organisational capacity theory can help to understand strategic behavior in social
movements (Weber & King, 2014). However, despite its growing contribution to Social Movement
Theory (Weber & King, 2014) there is not a well-defined definition of organisational capacity (Cairns et
al., 2005; Cox et al., 2018) and scholars argue that there is a growing need to analyze this concept
(Christensen & Gazley, 2008). In academic literature organisational capacity is used in two different
contexts (Eisinger, 2002; Yu-Lee, 2002; Cairns et al., 2005). First, organisational capacity is often
referred to as the ability of an organisation to perform work due to the presence of individual
competencies, labor, resources, space, technology, and equipment (Yu-Lee, 2002). Second,
organisational capacity is also referred to as the capacity of that organisation to actually achieve its
goals due to, amongst others, strategy and structure (Eisinger, 2002; Cairns et al., 2005). Cox et al.
(2018) however, defined a third and more multidimensional concept (Cox et al., 2018) that is ‘the
combined force of individual competencies and organisational capabilities that work synergistically to
advance an organisation to achieve its major goals’ (Cairns et al., 2005). Because this study aims to
identify the organisational capacity of Dutch climate movement organisations and if it supports their
strategies for a transition towards a more sustainable society in the Netherlands, this study will use
the multidimensional concept of Cox et al., 2018.
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As a result of the lack of consensus on the definition of organisational capacity in academic literature
(Christensen & Gazley, 2008), there is also not one clear method with which organisational capacity
can be identified and measured (Chirstensen & Gazley, 2008; Cairns et al., 2005). Christensen and
Gazley (2008) for example analysed different conceptualizations of organisational capacity and found
that strong external stakeholders, resource availability and robust organisational infrastructure are
important characteristics for all of these different conceptualizations. They did not, however, define
how to assess these characteristics (Christensen and Gazley, 2008). Cox et al. (2018) on the other hand
identified commonly used characteristics to assess organisational capacity and also developed a basic
tool, which consists of a list of questions to assess these characteristics. In order to be able to assess
the organisational capacity of Dutch climate movement organisations, this study will make use of the
commonly used characteristics and assessing tool of Cox et al. (2018). However, not all definitions and
questions of the characteristics and basic tool fit the purpose of this study. In the next paragraph the
characteristics will be discussed and will be placed in the context of this study. As a result, the questions
of the basic tool will be altered to fit the purpose of this study.

The authors identified leadership, strategy, structure/governance, skills, human capital and
accountability as commonly used characteristics to assess organisational capacity (Cox et al., 2018).
Human capital and accountability are more business-like characteristics and therefore don’t suit the
purpose of this study and will not be taken into account. In addition to these commonly used
characteristics organisational culture and communication are key features of an organisation (Cox et
al., 2018).
According to Cox et al. (2018) ‘leadership’ refers to ‘the individuals responsible for directing an
organisation and involves establishing a clear vision, sharing it with others, and providing the
information needed to realise that vision’. This definition only focuses on leadership in a centralized
organisation, whereas this study identified Dutch climate movement organisations as NSMOs in which
decentralization plays a bigger role (Pichardo, 1997). For this reason the questions of the basic tool
concerning leadership will be altered to fit the purpose of this study.
According to Cox et al. (2018) ‘strategy’ refers to ‘the presence of a strategic plan that enables
an organisation to achieve its long and short-term objectives’. This definition is in line with the general
definition of strategy as mentioned in section 2.1.2: a strategy is seen as a well-defined plan to achieve
a set goal under uncertain conditions and therefore includes ends, ways and means (Freedman, 2015).
To be consistent throughout the study, this study will use the definition of Meyer and Staggenborg
(2012) in which strategy is seen as a relational process that includes a range of actions and reactions
to reach a common goal to assess the organisational capacity of Dutch climate movements
organisations.
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According to Cox et al. (2018) ‘structure and governance’ refers to ‘a system of institutional
rules, policies and processes which govern how roles and responsibilities are delegated, managed and
coordinated’. This definition seems to have a highly institutional approach, but this study would like to
emphasize, as mentioned before in section 2.1.1, that Dutch climate movements can be identified as
NSMOs in which culture and ideologies are more important than institutional structures and
governance (Pichardo, 1997; Kendall et al., 2005).
According to Cox et al. (2018) ‘skills’ refers to ‘the ‘right’ mix of employees that can competently
and adaptively perform complex activities involving ideas (cognitive skills), technologies and data
management (technical skills) and/or people (interpersonal skills)’. Of course, in this study ‘employees’
can be substituted by members of the Dutch climate movement organisations, but the importance of
the ‘right’ skills is recognized by this study. Since this study also emphasized on the relational process
of strategy, this study also believes that skills such as evaluation, learning and adaptation are important
to have.
In addition to these commonly used characteristics (leadership, strategy, structure and
governance, skills) organisational culture and communication within the organisation that support
these characteristics are key features of an organisation with a high performance to achieve their goals
(Cox et al., 2018). The authors argue that objectives of the organisation and the transformational
change the organisation is aiming at can only be achieved when there is a supportive organisational
culture and effective communication present within this organisation, and when both supportive
organisational culture and effective communication are in line with the objectives, values and
functions of the organisation (Cox et al., 2018).

The basic tool suggests questions to examine the presence and influence of culture, communication
and the mentioned characteristics of organisational capacity within the organisation (Cox et al., 2018).
The (altered) questions can be found in the interview guide for organisational capacity. These
questions can help in identifying what the organisational capacity of Dutch climate movement
organisations is and if it supports their strategies for a transition towards a more sustainable society
in the Netherlands. As a result, this study will focus on the characteristics leadership, strategy,
structure and governance (of the organisation) and skills (in which evaluation, learning and adaptation
also play a role). The reason for this is that these characteristics appear to play an important role in
the strategies of Dutch climate movement organisations. In addition to these characteristics, this study
will also assess culture and communication within the organisation, because these are key features of
an organisation with a high performance to achieve their goals (Cox et al., 2018) and because culture
and communication play an important role in NSMOs (Pichardo, 1997; Kendall et al., 2005).
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2.3 Conceptual framework
This study combines the concept of strategies and organisational capacity of (New) Social Movement
Organisations. Not only will it provide insights in the strategies of Dutch climate movements, but in
addition organisational capacity theory can help to also understand this strategic behaviour (Weber &
King, 2014).

The first aim of this research was to explore the strategies of Dutch climate movement organisations
that aim to support the transition towards a more sustainable society in the Netherlands. The
definition of ‘strategy’ used by this study comes from Meyer and Staggenborg (2012), namely that
strategy is a relational process that includes a range of actions and reactions to reach a common goal.
Because of the nature of the Dutch climate movement organisations, this study kept in mind that Dutch
climate movement organisations appear to have a more New Social Movement character (Pichardo,
1997; Kendall et al., 2005; Opp, 2009) in which agency (conscious awareness) of the social movement
is as important as its structural elements (Jasper, 2004). Even though scientists have had difficulties in
defining its definition and implications, Jasper (2004) argues that the most important characteristic of
agency is making choices. Therefore, this study aimed to explore the choices and dilemmas in
strategies of Dutch climate movement organisations for which Jasper (2004) described four sets of
questions. This study only focussed on the first and the second category of questions. The first set of
questions examines the nature of the dilemma and thus researches what the dilemma is, why the SMO
this dilemma has and how important this dilemma is for the SMO (Jasper, 2004). The second set
examines the choices the SMO makes regarding this dilemma and thus researches what has led to the
decision that the SMO made (Jasper, 2004). These two category of questions enabled this study to
provide insights in the different strategies Dutch climate movement organisations choose to support
a transition towards a more sustainable society in the Netherlands.

The second aim of this research was to identify the organisational capacity of Dutch climate movement
organisations and if it supports their strategies for a transition towards a more sustainable society in
the Netherlands. For this the concept of organisational capacity and a basic diagnostic tool by Cox et
al. (2018) to assess organisational capacity has been used. The definition of ‘organisational capacity’
used by this study comes from Cox et al. (2018), namely that organisational capacity is ‘the combined
force of individual competencies and organisational capabilities that work synergistically to advance
an organisation to achieve its major goals’ (Cairns et al., 2005). Cox et al. (2018) identified commonly
used characteristics to assess organisational capacity and also developed a basic tool, which consists
of a list of questions to assess these characteristics. The characteristics focused on by this study are
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leadership, strategy, structure and governance (of the organisation), and skills (in which evaluation,
learning and adaptation also play a role). In addition to these commonly used characteristics, this study
also assessed organisational culture and communication. However, not all definitions and questions of
the characteristics and basic tool fit the purpose of this study. As a result, the questions of the basic
tool were altered to fit the purpose and questionnaire of this study.

3. Methodology
3.1 Research design
Qualitative research has the main aim to generate descriptive or explorative insights in certain
phenomena, whereas quantitative research tries to prove predetermined hypothesis by gathering
numerical data (Baarda, 2009; Baarda et al., 2009; Kumar 2019). This study is a qualitative study and
aims to explore the strategies of Dutch climate movement organisations that support the transition
towards a more sustainable society in The Netherlands and to identify what the organisational capacity
of Dutch climate movement organisations is and if it supports their strategies for a transition towards
a more sustainable society in the Netherlands. Qualitative research has both its advantages and
disadvantages. Qualitative research knows a certain flexibility in comparison to quantitative data, since
research questions can be reformulated and research methodology can be altered during the study
period (Baarda, 2009; Baarda et al., 2009). In addition to that, the researcher can use different types
of sources for data gathering (Baarda, 2009; Baarda et al., 2009; Kumar, 2019). Being able to
reformulate research questions and methodology and being able to use different types of sources for
data gathering is very suitable for this research, since there is not much written knowledge on the
current strategies and organisational capacity of the Dutch climate movement organisations yet. It
gives this study the ability to be flexible during the research process. However, data and results of
qualitative research are often characterized as context-dependent, subjective and therefore as a result
also not reliable (Diamond, 2996; Baarda, 2009). In contrast to quantitative research, it is indeed
difficult to replicate qualitative research under exactly the same circumstances, but qualitative injury
provides the researcher with multiple methods to limit this to a bare minimum (Baarda, 2009). For
example, the researcher can use different types of data sources and can member-check gathered or
received information with different parties involved (Baarda et al., 2009). In addition to that research
has also shown that qualitative research has no greater subjective character than quantitative inquiry,
because qualitative research even often emphasizes the falsification of the researchers’ preconceived
notions more than quantitative research (Flyvbjerg, 2006).
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3.2 Case studies
Most SMO studies consist of in depth case studies. An in depth case study is a type of research in which
a particular case (a person, group, location or situation) is treated as one entity and thoroughly
analysed for certain aspects (Baarda et al., 2009; Kumar, 2019). As a result, information is collected on
only a small number of cases (Baarda et al., 2009). The biggest advantage of an in depth case study is
that the research can produce much more detailed findings than when bigger samples are being
studied (Kumar, 2019). On the other hand, an in depth case study often means that it is difficult, but
not impossible (Flyvbjerg, 2006), to generalise these detailed findings (Kumar, 2019). Researchers can
conduct either a single case study, in which one entity is being studied, or a multiple case study, in
which the researcher tries to replicate its findings or in which the researcher compares different
entities in similar cases (Baarda et al., 2009). Which type of case study is being used depends on the
main aim and the research questions of the research (Baarda et al., 2009).

This study made use of a multiple case study, in which two Dutch climate movement organisations are
being studied for their strategies and organisational capacity. The reason for a multiple case study is
twofold. First, both Dutch climate movement organisations can be seen as different entities of a
representative organisation of similar cases and can therefore be studied in a similar way. Second, to
compare detailed findings. As a result, the multiple case study will be a comparative case study. A
comparative case study allows the researcher to compare the two Dutch climate movement
organisations as similar cases, but with varying circumstances, conditions, contexts and operations
(Baarda et al., 2009). The identification, examination and comparison of strategies, trade-offs and
organisational capacity in Dutch climate movement organisations can generate important insights
about these organisations (Jasper, 2004; Christensen & Gazley, 2008). This study chose to study the
Dutch climate movement organisations Extinction rebellion and Young Climate Movement. These two
Dutch climate movement organisations lend themselves well for a comparative case study, since these
two organisations are fundamentally different from each other in their circumstances, conditions,
contexts and operations. Extinction Rebellion for example is a Dutch climate organisation that is
decentralized and prefers using nonviolent civil disobedience ("Home - Extinction Rebellion", 2019;
"Wie wij zijn · Extinction Rebellion Netherlands", 2019), whereas Young Climate Movement has a
centralized organisation and prefers campaigns and discussion groups ("Home - Jonge
Klimaatbeweging", 2019). Even though these organisations fundamentally differ from each other, both
organisations are the biggest climate movement organisations in the Netherlands with the similar main
aim of supporting a societal transition towards a more sustainable society in the Netherlands and can
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therefore be easily compared to each other ("Home - Extinction Rebellion", 2019; "Home - Jonge
Klimaatbeweging", 2019).

3.2.1 Extinction Rebellion
Extinction Rebellion is a global environmental movement with the main aim of ‘using nonviolent civil
disobedience to compel government action to avoid tipping points in the climate system, biodiversity
loss, and the risk of social and ecological collapse.’ ("Home - Extinction Rebellion", 2019; "Wie wij zijn
· Extinction Rebellion Netherlands", 2019). They organize nonviolent demonstrations, protests and dieins at public places, in which they articulate their three demands for governments to act on ("Home Extinction Rebellion", 2019; "Wie wij zijn · Extinction Rebellion Netherlands", 2019):
1. ‘Governments must tell the truth by declaring a climate and ecological emergency, working
with other institutions to communicate the urgency for change;
2. Governments must act now to halt biodiversity loss and reduce greenhouse gas emissions to
net-zero by 2025;
3. Governments must create, and be led by the decisions of, a citizens' assembly on climate and
ecological justice.’
In addition to nonviolent civil disobedience actions, Extinction Rebellion organizes events, workshops,
local workgroups and discussion panels to promote a more sustainable way of living amongst
individuals and communities ("DOE MEE · Extinction Rebellion Netherlands", 2019).

Extinction Rebellion shows that they are facing choices concerning their strategies. Extinction Rebellion
is for example a leaderless organisation that organises working groups in which everybody’s input is
being valued and considered. As a result all decisions that are taken within the organisation has
considered the opinions of those involved ("Home - Extinction Rebellion", 2019; "Wie wij zijn ·
Extinction Rebellion Netherlands", 2019). This is a clear example of a choice within the organisation
dilemma as described in the theoretical framework (Jasper, 2004; Maney et al., 2012; Meyer and
Staggenborg, 2012). In addition to that, Extinction Rebellion also uses both outward-oriented climate
activism (nonviolent civil disobedience) and prefigurative climate activism (events, workshops, local
workgroups and discussion panels) (Delina et al., 2014) to emphasize the current climate emergency
and the need for climate action. The choice for using both types of activism resembles the naughty or
nice dilemma (Jasper, 2004).

Extinction Rebellion also shows signs of organisational capacity by, amongst others, defining their core
values and beliefs, communicating their core values and beliefs throughout the entire organisation (via
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their platform MatterMost) and establishing a structure within the organisation (by ‘circles’ such as
the strategy-circle and the science circle). However, they encounter also some difficulties within their
organisation with, for example, making sure everybody who joins Extinction Rebellion lives by the same
values. The difficulty in this is that everybody can act in the name of Extinction Rebellion, without
asking permission to do so ("DOE MEE · Extinction Rebellion Netherlands", 2019).

3.2.2 Young Climate Movement
Young Climate Movement (NL: De Jonge Klimaatbeweging) unites the voices of various youth climate
organisations in the Netherlands. They try to influence climate and sustainability policy by means of
campaigns and by organizing discussions with politicians, policymakers and the business community,
using their Young Climate Agenda as a guideline. In everything they do, think and promote, the voice
of young people is central to the climate debate. Examples of their activities include the Young Climate
Agenda, the #ikreisanders-campaign and the Climate Dialogues ("Home - Jonge Klimaatbeweging",
2019).

Young Climate Movement shows that they are facing choices concerning their strategies. In contrast
to Extinction rebellion, Young Climate Movement has a more centralized organisation with a voluntary
board and several workgroups ("Team - Jonge Klimaatbeweging", 2020) and only uses prefigurative
climate activism (Delina et al., 2014), by organizing campaigns and discussions with important parties
("Home - Jonge Klimaatbeweging", 2019). This shows that they made different choices concerning the
organisation dilemma (Jasper, 2004; Maney et al., 2012; Meyer and Staggenborg, 2012) and the
naughy or nice dilemma (Jasper, 2004) than Extinction Rebellion.

Young Climate Movement also shows signs of organisational capacity by for example defining their
main goal (they are committed to a world in which the interests of young people and the earth are
naturally included in everything we do, in which they strive for a future-proof society in which justice
and empathy are central principles) and also communicate this throughout the organisation and the
public ("Over ons - Jonge Klimaatbeweging", 2020). As mentioned, they also show a clear structure
within the organisation (consisting of a board and several workgroups). However, it is important to
note that both Young Climate Movement and Extinction Rebellion have established a structure within
their organisation, but that these structures fundamentally differ from each other.
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3.3 Data collection and Processing
3.3.1 Data collection
A literature review on the existing research was conducted prior to the synthesis of the research
proposal, to provide necessary background information on the topic and to identify missing parts in
current existing research.

The data gathered for this study consists of primary data (Kumar, 2019). Primary data is non-available
data that needs to be collected by the researcher (Kumar, 2019). In this study the primary data came
from semi-structured interviews held with representatives of the selected Dutch climate movement
organisations. Semi-structured interviews give guidance for the interview by pre-determined topics
and a couple of ‘starting-questions’ for each topic, but no strict list and order of questions is being
followed (Baarda et al., 2007). The semi-structured interview is mostly used by researchers who have
no expertise knowledge on the topic and want the possibility to explore different aspects of the topic
as they come up (Baarda et al., 2007). In addition to that, a semi-structured interview also allows the
interviewee to freely tell about the topic and their corresponding opinions (Baarda et al., 2007; Kumar,
2019). To make sure the interview would go as planned, the researcher developed an interview guide
with pre-determined topics and starting-questions for each topic. The theoretical framework (as
described in chapter 2) was of guidance in formulating the starting-questions. It is important to note
that the interview guide contains an extensive list of questions and not all formulated questions were
asked. A semi-structured interview provides the possibility of exploring different aspects of the topics
as they come up (Baarda et al., 2007). The interviews were, due to COVID-19, held via Skype. The
interviews took around 60 minutes, in which the first 30 minutes were to discuss the organisations
strategy and the second 30 minutes were used to explore the organisational capacity of the
organisation. The interview was recorded by the researcher, in order for the researcher to transcribe
the interview and analyze the data. Before recording, the interviewee was asked for his or her consent
(Baarda et al., 2007; Kumar, 2019). To maintain the interviewees privacy, their names are replaced
with codes. However, all of them gave their permission to share their organisation and position within
the organisation. In addition to this primary data, secondary data was derived by the researcher from
the website, communication platforms and publications of the Dutch climate movement organisations
and of the literature research on the Dutch climate movement organisations.

Primary data in this study was collected to a point where no new information was received from the
informants, which is called the data saturation point (Kumar, 2019). This data saturation point
determines the sample size of this study and will be determined during the data collection phase
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(Kumar, 2019). It is important to note that for qualitative research, in contrast to quantitative research,
quality and representativeness is more important than quantity of the data (Baarda et al., 2009).

An outline of the research activities are described in annex 1. The interview guide can be found in
annex 2.

3.3.2 Sampling method
The semi-structured interviews were held with so called ‘key’-informants (Baarda et al., 2007; Baarda
et al., 2009) of the selected Dutch climate movement organisations. These key-informants are closely
involved and well-informed about the organisation (Baarda et al., 2007; Baarda et al., 2009) and can
therefore provide valuable information and an overall picture of the organisation for this study.
However, it is important to keep in mind that these people are often very busy and have to work under
great time pressure so that they might be very difficult to reach (Baarda et al., 2007).

The researcher did not have access to a great amount of people within the Dutch climate movement
organisations and therefore identified these key-informants through snowball sampling. Snowball
sampling is a network sampling method with which the interviewer recruits new informants from the
informants network for the research (Bernard, 2017; Kumar, 2019). It is important to be aware of the
fact that the informant is part of a network, and that snowball sampling can lead to a homogenous
sample of people within the organisation (Baarda et al., 2007). Therefore, the researcher also asked
the informants about contact details of people outside of their network (Baarda et al., 2009). In
addition to that, the researcher used purposive sampling to decide whether the informant serves the
purpose of the study or not (Bernard, 2017; Kumar, 2019).

3.3.3 Respondents
For the purposes of this study fourteen interviews were held. For an overview of the respondents, their
organisation, their position and the interview date, see annex 3. Of the fourteen interviewees, seven
were respondents from Extinction Rebellion, four were respondents from The Youth Climate
Movement, one respondent was part of both organisations and two respondents were classified as
informants. Informants are respondents who are experts on the topic, but not part of either Extinction
Rebellion or The Youth Climate Movement.
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3.3.4 Data processing and analysis
After the data collection, the interviews were transcribed. The transcription consist only of textual (e.g.
words) elements. Structural elements (e.g. hesitations, ‘uh’ etcetera) were not included (Bernard,
2017). This allows for an easier read of the interview by the researcher.

After transcribing the interviews, the researcher reduced the transcription by striking out non-relevant
parts and created fragments that can be coded and analyzed for strategies and organisational capacity
of the organisation (Baarda et al., 2009). Coding was done in the coding program atlas.ti. For coding
the researcher took a pragmatic approach, integrating both top-down and bottom-up coding (Flick,
2018). With the top down approach the researcher looked for themes under the topics of interests,
‘strategy’ and ‘organisational capacity’ (Flick, 2018). The bottom-up labeling allowed the researcher to
explore new or different themes as they came up during the interviews (Flick, 2018). After all
interviews were labeled, the labeled pieces of text were compared and analyzed per code. This
entailed axial coding, in which the researcher looked for categories, and selective coding, in which the
researcher looked for central themes (Baarda et al., 2007; Baarda et al., 2009). For an example of the
method of coding, see annex 3.

Following the analysis the results per theme were described, including quotes from the respondents
(Dutch quotes were translated to English). The results were then compared to the academic literature
and a comparison was made between the results of Extinction Rebellion and The Young Climate
Movement. Final, the successiveness of the organisations are discussed.

3.4 Limitations
Every research is subjected to limitations, such as researcher biases, researcher expectations,
reliability, validity and practical limitations. To optimize the quality of the different phases of the
methodology as well as to optimize the quality of the conclusions, it is necessary to be aware of these
potential limitations throughout the entire time period of the research. Different limitations for this
research are described in the following sub chapters:

3.4.1 Researcher bias and researcher expectations
Every qualitative research is subjected to and dependent on the knowledge, experiences, feelings,
values, opinions, biases and expectations of the individual researcher which might influence the data
collection and -processing phase, the interpretation of the results and the conclusions coming from
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these results (Baarda et al., 2007; Baarda et al., 2009). As a researcher it is therefore important to be
aware of your own biases, expectations and opinions throughout the entire study length.

3.4.2 Reliability
The gathered data has to be reliable, which means that the extent to which the answers the researcher
receives in the interview are independent of coincidence (Baarda et al., 2007). In other words: the
researcher has to be able to receive consistent answers to its questions (Kumar, 2019). Therefore, the
reliability can be influenced by the type of research method, the situation in which the interview takes
places, by researcher bias and the expectations of both the researcher and the interviewee (Baarda et
al., 2007; Kumar, 2019). As a researcher, it is therefore important to be aware of how reliable the
collected data is.

3.4.3 Validity
Not only should the data be reliable, the data should also be valid. Validity of the data means that the
gathered data is a true reflection of reality (Baarda et al., 2007; Kumar, 2019). It is important to keep
in mind that reliable data does not necessarily mean the data is also valid (Baarda et al., 2007; Bernard,
2017). Gathered data can be consistent over time, but that does not necessarily mean this reflects
reality (Baarda et al., 2007).

3.4.4 Triangulation
To increase the reliability and validity of the study, different research methods will be used: semistructured interviews with informants, the gathering of secondary data from amongst others websites
of Dutch climate movement organisations, and a member-checking with the informants after the data
has been processed (Baarda et al., 2007; Baarda et al., 2009).

3.4.4 Practical limitations
Practical limitations have to be taken into account, since these limitations might affect the study as
well. First, there is a time-constraint in which this study has to be conducted. Second, participants
might not be available or willing to participate in the study. Third, the researcher conducting this study
is unexperienced in performing qualitative research. This might be a limitation, since for example
conducting semi-structured interviews requires high levels of skills (Kumar, 2019).
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3.5 COVID-19
The collection phase of this study has been conducted from April 2020 until September 2020. During
this period COVID-19, also known as the ‘corona virus’, had a huge impact on societies all over the
world, and of course also on the organisations within the Dutch climate movement. For this study,
COVID-19 caused no limitations for the data collection, processing and analyzing. The only prerequisite
was that the interviews would be ‘corona-proof’ and were therefore conducted online, with Skype
Business.
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4. Results
This study seeks to explore the strategies of climate movement organisations in the Netherlands that
aim to support the transition towards a more sustainable society in the Netherlands. In addition to
that, this study seeks to assess the organisational capacity within these movements and if it supports
their strategies for a transition towards a more sustainable society in the Netherlands. Therefore, the
following two research questions have been formulated:
1. What are the different strategies of Dutch climate movement organisations to support a
transition towards a more sustainable society in the Netherlands?
2. What is the organisational capacity of Dutch climate movement organisations and does it
support their strategies for a transition towards a more sustainable society in the Netherlands?

In this chapter the results of the study are presented. First, the strategy of both Extinction Rebellion
and The Youth Climate Movement will be explored and compared by describing their view on the
transition towards a more sustainable society in the Netherlands, their (changing) goal(s) and their
corresponding strategy. Second, the organisational capacity of both Extinction Rebellion and The Youth
Climate Movement will be described and compared. Third and last, several important dilemma’s or
challenges and its effects on strategy and organisational capacity for both organisations that came up
during this research will also be discussed.

4.1 Strategy
4.1.1 Societal transition towards sustainability
The view on a certain topic and the goal of an organisation are the foundation of the strategy of an
organisation, which in literature is also called ‘motivation’ (Messick & Kramer, 2004). This motivation
influences and affects the focus an organisation brings to its work and strategy (Messick & Kramer,
2004). Therefore, this study first explored the view of Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate
Movement on what they believe the transition towards a more sustainable society in the Netherlands
entails and what they think is needed in order to get there. Respondents would answer in name of
their organisation, but some of them also made a more personal note. At first sight, it seems that both
respondents of Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement hold the same view on what a
societal transition towards a more sustainable society means for them and what they think is needed
in order to get there. Respondents of both Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement
argue for an inclusive system change, in which everyone should take their responsibility (R:1; R:2; R:3;
R:11). One of the respondents summarized this as followed:
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‘I think it will require a complete reappraisal of how we live together. Say, how we have organized our society at
the moment, focused on linear consumption, on profit, on extraction, on exploitation, on discrimination against
certain gender or other groups. That leads to climate change. Climate change is not a cause, but a consequence
of the way we have been living for the past 100 years. I don't think that's a nice message from time to time, but
that we actually need to redesign our entire economic, political, social system. And that's an opportunity,
because with that you can also do very nice things, but there will also be a lot of sacrifices. People find it quite
normal that they have their own car. That is no longer possible. Flying is no longer possible either. I think that
people often think too easily now about 'oh yes, we need to install some extra solar panels and some extra
windmills, and then we'll have it done'. We're not going to get there with that. I think that means that as many
people as possible will actually unite to demand a different society. And then policymakers will really have to set
up other systems for that purpose.’
(R:9, original in Dutch)

Both Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement thus believe in an inclusive system change
where everyone should take their responsibility. Despite believing that everyone should take their
responsibility, both organisations mainly focus on governmental change (R:1; R:2; R:3; R:4; R:5; R:6;
R:7; R:8; R:9; R;11; R;13). They mainly focus on governmental change because they believe that, even
though individual and bottom up change is very important and should be part of this societal change,
it is not going to be (fast) enough to address the climate emergency at hand (R:1; R:2; R:3). There will
always be people who don’t prioritize climate change for several reasons (R:1; R:3), or companies who
don’t want to contribute to the climate goals (R:4; R:7) and even perform green washing (R:7). Since
both organisations believe the transition should happen quick and radical (R:2; R:5) and that individual
and bottom up change is not going to be (fast) enough (R:1; R:2; R:3), both organisations believe that
the government should take the lead in the societal transition towards a more sustainable society (R:1;
R:7). Despite their main focus on governmental change and because they believe individual and
bottom up change is also important and should be part of societal change, a smaller part of Extinction
Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement focusses on educating society about climate change, what
individuals or companies can do about the climate emergency and including them in the transition
towards a more sustainable society (R:1; R:2; R:3; R:4; R:14). Following that, both organisations
strongly argue for citizens involvement in governmental top-down regulation, though in slightly
different forms. Extinction Rebellion would like to see citizens assemblies that will make sure that
political decisions are made socially just as well (R:2; R:7; R:13). The Youth Climate Movement would
like to have a spot and say at the table where policy decisions are being made to represent the voice
of Dutch youth in political decisions (R:1; R:3; R:8).
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So it seems that, in general, both Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement hold the same
view on what a societal transition towards a more sustainable society means for them and what they
think is needed in order to get there. Both Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement
believe that the transition towards a more sustainable society should be an inclusive system change,
in which everyone should take their responsibility. Both organisations believe that the government has
to take the lead in this transition, but should consult citizens about policy decisions that affect society.
However, a deeper analysis shows that, even though both organisations argue for an inclusive system
change, there appears to be a fundamental difference in the meaning of an inclusive system change
for both organisations. For Extinction Rebellion it means that current existing governmental and
political institutions must change in order to tackle the current climate crisis. Extinction Rebellion
believes that the current form of representative democracy does not work anymore (R:13) and
therefore argues for a different form of democracy in society, namely deliberative democracy, in which
citizens assemblies have a prominent place in decision making processes. In literature, deliberative
democracy is described as ‘an ideal in which people come together, on the basis of equal status and
mutual respect, to discuss the political issues they face and, on the basis of those discussions, decide on
the policies that will then affect their lives’ (Bächtiger et al., 2018). Extinction Rebellion believes that a
government that performs deliberative democracy and includes citizens assemblies will be capable of
taking radical and long-term decisions that are needed to tackle the current climate crisis (Booth,
2019). The Youth Climate Movement on the contrary operates within existing governmental and
political institutional boundaries and aims for a spot and say of Dutch youth at the table in climate
negotiations. They believe inclusive system change within existing governmental and political
institutional boundaries can be reached by showing that youth is willing to come up with sustainable
solutions in order to arrange the future in a climate-friendly way, instead of only having critique on
how things are now (R:1). So, for Extinction Rebellion inclusive system change is more about
institutional changes, whereas for The Youth Climate Movement inclusive system change is more
about arranging the future in a climate friendly way.

4.1.2 Goal(s) of the organisations
What is it that Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement want?
Following the vision of Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement on how a societal
transition towards sustainability should look like, the organisations described their goals. The goal is
also part of the motivation of an organisation, and therefore the foundation of one’s strategy (Messick
& Kramer, 2004). Respondents of Extinction Rebellion described the goals of the movement as their
‘demands’ (R:2; R:4; R:5; R:6; R:7; R:11; R:13), which are also translated to fit local or national realities
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for different subgroups (R:2; R:5). Extinction Rebellion has formulated three goals: getting the state to
declare a climate emergency, getting the state to go carbon neutral by 2025 and getting the state to
use citizen assemblies (R:2; R:4; R:5; R:6; R:7; R:11; R:13). One of the respondents summarized these
demands as followed:

‘First is: tell the truth. We want governments to tell the truth to the constituencies by one, declaring a climate
emergency and two, working with state media to communicate the extent and severity of the crisis. Two: we
want them to go carbon neutral by 2025 and mitigate all possibilities for that is for disastrous social feedbacks
or social implications that would affect those most vulnerable. And in three: let citizens decide. So in essence
create a citizens assembly to not only oversee but actually enact issues related to climate and ecological justice.‘
(R:2).

Respondents of The Young Climate Movement indicated that their goal is twofold (R:1; R:3; R:8; R:9;
R:14). First, The Young Climate Movement wants a more ambitious climate policy in the Netherlands
so the climate goals of the Paris Agreement can be reached on a climate just, fair and inclusive manner.
Second, The Young Climate Movement aims to represent young people between the age of 18-32. The
Young Climate Movement believes that the representation of young people makes them unique and
different from other organisations in the Dutch climate movement (R:3).

At first sight it appears that, even though formulated in different words, the goal(s) of both
organisations are the same: addressing the climate emergency at hand and stimulating citizen
involvement. However, there are some differences to be found between the goal(s) of the
organisations. First, a climate emergency declared by the State is only demanded by Extinction
Rebellion and not by The Youth Climate Movement. The Youth Climate Movement wants the State to
be more ambitious in their climate policies. Second, even though carbon neutrality is both part of
Extinction Rebellion demands and of the climate goals of the Paris Agreement which are pursued by
The Youth Climate Movement (United Nations, 2015c), the date set to reach carbon neutrality is
different for both. Extinction Rebellion wants the State to go carbon neutral by 2025 and the Paris
Agreement demands carbon neutrality in 2050 (United Nations, 2050). Here, Extinction Rebellion
demands what they believe according to science is necessary and The Youth Climate Movement aims
for what is politically possible to tackle the climate crisis (R:7). Third, both organisations argue for
citizen participation, but both in different ways. Where Extinction Rebellion wants citizen assemblies
representing society in the political decision making process, The Youth Climate Movement aims for
representing Dutch Youth from 18-32 years old at the climate tables. Fourth, Extinction Rebellion does
not want to formulate the solutions to topics related to the climate crisis, but wants this to leave to
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the citizen assemblies in the decision making processes (R:5). The Youth Climate Movement on the
other hand wants to substantively contribute to a more ambitious climate policy with sustainable
solutions (R:1; R:3; R:8; R:9).

And does that change over time?
Since the strategy and organisational capacity of an organisation are closely related to the goal of the
organisation (Messick & Kramer, 2004), it is important to know whether goals have been changing over
time and if en how this might influence the strategy and organisational capacity of the organisations.

When asked respondents of Extinction Rebellion about whether their goals have changed over time,
nearly all respondents indicated that their goals have not changed over time. The three demands
simply remained consistent (R:2; R:4). However, later on respondents also spoke about the ‘demand
review process’ and about adding a fourth demand about climate justice (R:2; R:7). It appeared that at
a certain point Extinction Rebellion had four demands instead of three (R:2; R:7; R:11). The fourth
demand was about social justice, but not clear enough for many people inside and outside Extinction
Rebellion (R:7). Extinction Rebellion held a demand review process in which people got the mandate
to rewrite the demands, as long as all aspects came back in the new demands (R:7). In the end
Extinction Rebellion decided that it didn’t make sense to include social justice as a separate demand,
because climate justice should be embedded in the second demand and follow through after (R:2).
Right now, Extinction Rebellion is thinking about including it as a preamble, because it is not clear
enough social justice is embedded in the second demand (R:2). After this demand review process, the
demands have indeed been consistent. However, throughout their existence the demand on which
Extinction Rebellion puts the emphasis changes regularly (R:6). In the early days of the organisation
the emphasis was put on their first demand, namely that Extinction Rebellion wants governments to
tell the truth (R:6). The reason for putting more emphasis on their first demand, is that Extinction
Rebellion wanted to tell their story, to get more publicity and to set the context for their second and
third demand (R:6). Now they are more well known in the landscape of climate movements, they also
put more emphasis on their second and third demand (R:6; R:7).

When asked respondents of The Youth Climate Movement about whether their goals have changed
over time, respondents of The Youth Climate Movement indicated that their goal is the core of their
organisation and even put down in the statutes and in their multi-year plan (R:1; R:3; R:9). This means
that their main goals has been consistent over time (R:1; R:3; R:9). However, every year the board
changes and every board can decide for themselves where to put the emphasis in their term as long
as it fits within their statutes and their multi-year plan (R:1; R:3; R:9). Due to this yearly board change
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and the difference in emphasis, every board also formulates their own sub-goals. The first board for
example really put the emphasis on the political debate on climate change, and their own lobby to get
The Youth Climate Movement a spot at the climate tables (R:3). The current board on the other hand
also tries to emphasis the role of business life in the transition towards a more sustainable society, and
started a project last year with the ASN Bank (R:1).

It appears that for both organisations the core of their goals is consistent over time, but that small
changes take place and that sometimes the emphasis shifts. Where Extinction Rebellion struggles with
how to embed social justice in their demands, The Youth Climate Movement clearly defined their goals
in their statutes and multi-year plan. Both organisations however leave room for some fluidity, to be
able to emphasis different aspects of their goals over time.

4.1.3 Strategy Extinction Rebellion
As mentioned before, Extinction Rebellion has formulated three goals: getting the state to declare a
climate emergency, getting the state to go carbon neutral by 2025 and getting the state to use citizen
assemblies (R:2; R:4; R:5; R:6; R:7; R:11; R:13). In that, they do not steer in solutions on topics related
to their cause.

Framing is important
Talking to respondents of Extinction Rebellion, it became clear that framing is really important. Halfway
through one of the interviews the respondent made it clear to me that they are not an organisation,
as which I have called them up until that moment, but that they are a movement (R:4). Also one of the
respondents stated that, as she came to think about it, it is better to call their strategy their ‘vision of
change’ instead of their ‘strategy’ for several reasons (R:7). First, within Extinction Rebellion they don’t
call it ‘strategy’, but ‘vision of change’. The respondent also felt that there is a slight difference between
‘strategy’ and ‘vision of change’. A strategy is really a roadmap that prescribes what you have to do. A
vision of change leaves more space for interpretation and personal views (R:7). The term ‘vision of
change’ was also used by another respondent (R:2). However, it appeared that the term strategy is
widely used within Extinction rebellion. The circle that works on the vision of change is named ‘political
strategy and change circle’ (R:2; R:4; R:6), and the circle that is called to life to review the vision of
change is called ‘strategy stewardship’ (R:6; R:7). Because of practical reasons, this study will still use
‘organisation’ instead of ‘movement’ and ‘strategy’ instead of ‘vision of change’, but it is important to
highlight and to be aware of that framing seems to be important to Extinction Rebellion.
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Ten core principles and values as a guiding framework
The respondents indicated that they have a set of 10 principles and values within which people can act
to reach their goals (R:2; R:4; R:5; R:6). This set acts as some sort of ‘frame’ in which people can operate
in the name of Extinction Rebellion. Respondents did not elaborate extensively on their 10 principles
and values, but they referred to their website. The 10 principles and values are as followed according
to their website: ‘1) We have a shared vision of change; 2) We set our mission on what is necessary; 3)
We need a regenerative culture; 4) We openly challenge ourselves and our toxic system; 5) We value
reflecting and learning; 6) We welcome everyone and every part of everyone; 7) We actively mitigate
for power; 8) We avoid blaming and shaming; 9) We are a non-violent network; 10) We are based on
autonomy and decentralization.’ ("Home - Extinction Rebellion", 2019; "Wie wij zijn · Extinction
Rebellion Netherlands", 2019). When talking to the respondents about their strategy, they did not
directly refer to these principles and values as their strategy, but this research shows that Extinction
Rebellion indeed takes these principles and values as a framework in which they act and decide and
thus conduct their strategy.

Extinction Rebellion’s strategy
Respondents of Extinction Rebellion emphasized that a huge part of their strategy, and what they
believe in, is either based on scientific research (R:2; R:6; R:7; R:11) or based on examples of other
social movements (R:2; R:11; R:14). Extinction Rebellion is founded by academics who have done
research into social movements and how a social climate movement should look like in order to be
able to tackle the climate change problem (R:6; R:11). They have made a script for how to give form to
Extinction Rebellion, about how it should look like and underpinned this with scientific evidence (R:11).
Next to that, one of the respondents indicated that they use a lot of the work of Erica Chenoweth (R:2)
or examples from other social movements like Martin Luther King’s or the Anti-Apartheid Movement
in South Africa (R:2; R:4; R:11; R:14). Also local circles base their work on scientific evidence, such as
the agriculture circle bases their work on scientific research about acro-ecology (R:5). For many rebels
this is also one of the reasons to affiliate themselves with Extinction Rebellion (R:6).

As a result of this scientific research and taking other social movements as examples, Extinction
Rebellion has a very specific strategy or vision of change: non-violent direct action against local or
national governments (R:2; R:4; R:5; R:6; R:7; R:11). According to the respondent this specific vision of
change has three components, namely disruption, creativity and an element of outreach:

‘The first one is to disrupt, because you want to get attention from those people you want to get attention
from. You want them to take notice. The second is that you have to be creative and the reason you have to do
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that is because a lot of these times these movements can get quite scary, these social movements. Especially
those with direct action. Unless we have a method of attracting a kind of broader public, you won't grow as
much. So you have to keep it disruptive, creative and beautiful enough for people to be attracted to it and
partake, also in a safe atmosphere. And in the third: it needs an element of outreach. You need to make sure
that your message is clear in all these actions, because that is usually the first critique that people have for you
is well: we don't actually know what it is that you want. And keeping that message clear is probably the
foremost the be effective.’
(R:2)

During the interviews with other respondents it became clear that they also saw non-violent direct
action against local or national governments, including its three components, as the main strategy of
Extinction Rebellion (R:4; R:5; R:6; R:7; R:11). In addition to that, some respondents also emphasized
the importance of a strong visual as part of the element of outreach (R:4; R:13):

‘For example: I bought a yellow boat, because that is also one of the signs of XR: a really strong visual.’
‘Especially within the Netherlands, we are not too big right now. We also want to reach out to a lot of people
and show who we are. That's usually done with visual aspects, such as the boat or the big bright colorful
posters.’
(R:4)

Even though it seems that respondents agree on their main strategy, namely non-violent direct action
against local or national governments, respondents also indicated that the strategy and ways they aim
to reach their goals with might be changing over time (R:4). Instead of directly targeting the
government, they are now also trying to put pressure on the government through companies that are
closely linked to governmental practices:

‘I don't think the goal is changing, but the ways to achieve the goals. Before it was more like really targeted at
the institutions but now it's like: the government has so many close ties to the whole industry and companies, so
maybe we can rather target the companies and really annoy them to put pressure through them to the
government.’
(R:4)

Non-violent direct action could be anything from a peaceful protest to a revolution. When asked about
how Extinction Rebellion puts their strategy into practice, every respondent of Extinction Rebellion
indicated that they (try to) initiate acts of (massive) civil disobedience (R:2; R:4; R:6; R:7; R:11; R:12;
R:13). Examples they used were road blocks, occupying squares or climate unfriendly companies,
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demonstrations walks to municipalities, etcetera. This is in line with their core principle and value
number 4 ‘We openly challenge ourselves and our toxic system’.

At first sight, abovementioned strategy seems to be in line with core principle and value number 1 ‘we
have a shared vision of change’ and number 9 ‘we are a non-violent network’ ("Home - Extinction
Rebellion", 2019; "Wie wij zijn · Extinction Rebellion Netherlands", 2019). However, respondents also
indicated that, despite their work, they are not sure whether they will reach their goals or that it will
be enough to reach a sustainable society (R:4; R:11; R:13). Some of the respondents even said that
they are starting to believe that their strategy is not going to work out and that they do not believe the
government will change from within (R:4). They believe that a more radical movement next to
Extinction Rebellion is necessary in order to reach their goals, and that this is a rising discussion within
the organisation (R:2; R:4). In a decentralized organisation it is difficult to have one accepted strategy
that is being used during actions (R:7). One of the respondents called all these slightly different kinds
of strategies the ecology of theories of change: an independent ecosystem of different theories of
change that influence each other, grow, flourish and also endorse each other (R:6). In order to really
get to a shared vision of change, last year the circle strategy stewardship came into life (R:6; R:7). This
circle forms a citizen assembly within the organisation in order to advice the political strategy and
change circle over Extinction Rebellion’s strategy and come to a more shared vision of change (R:7).

4.1.4 Strategy The Youth Climate Movement
As mentioned before, respondents of The Youth Climate Movement indicated that their goal is
twofold, namely representing Dutch youth in the climate debate in the Netherlands in order to
establish a more ambitious climate policy (R:1; R:3; R:8; R:9). This goal is also laid down in the statutes
of the organisation (R:3; R:8; R:9), which officially states that The Youth Climate Movement is a public
benefit institution that aims to fill the gap between youth and politics in the climate debate (R:3; R:9).

Contributing to the climate debate
Respondents of The Youth Climate Movement emphasizes that they are ambitious, but that they are
a non-activist organisation. They aim for being a dialogue partner for the government (R:3), for being
constructive and for contributing to the climate debate with actual solutions on how to establish a
more ambitious climate policy and more sustainable future (R:1; R:3; R:9; R:14):

R1: ‘We are ambitious, but not activist. We try to stay really constructive and thus also to change things
through policy. And not via playful actions or something like that. So that is also a way in which we distinguish
ourselves from some other environmental organizations. Others have a more activist attitude and we are a bit
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more constructive. We want to show that it is possible and that young people are willing to arrange their future
in a climate-friendly way instead of saying that everything is bad now. We really come up with solutions.’
(R:1, original in Dutch)

‘There are also quite a few activist organizations in the Netherlands (e.g. XR) and I think JKB's strategy is not
necessarily moderate in content, but moderate in tone.’
(R:3, original in Dutch)

The Youth Climate Movements strategy
When asked the respondents about how The Youth Climate Movement aims to represent Dutch youth
in the climate debate in the Netherlands in order to establish a more ambitious climate policy, all of
the respondents indicated that they aim to be the united voice of the Dutch youth by means of lobby
(R:1; R:3; R:8; R:9; R:14). When asked about how they represent this united voice and how they want
to establish a more ambitious climate policy, respondents indicated that in climate dialogues they have
made a vision document (The Young Climate agenda, NL: De Jonge klimaatagenda) together with all
the youth organisations that are affiliated with them. In this Young Climate agenda is documented how
the Dutch youth sees the Netherlands in 2050 (R:1; R:3; R:8; R:9; R:14). Now, after a couple of climate
dialogues, the Young Climate agenda is mostly done and The Youth Climate Movement is determining
clear ways for society on how to reach their Young Climate agenda in 2050. These are the so called
transition paths (R:1). With their Young Climate agenda and corresponding transition paths, The Young
Climate Movement lobbies mostly within politics, but since a short time also in business life and the
financial sector in order to negotiate a more ambitious climate policy within all these sectors (R:1; R:3;
R:9; R:14).

The Young Climate Panel
The Young Climate Movements has struggled with the fact that in the beginning of their existence they
only got input from youth who were part of organisations who were affiliated with them (R:1; R:3). So
respondents indicated that, in addition to the climate dialogues where they get input from their
affiliated organisations and in order to be more inclusive and diverse, they have also just launched the
‘Young Climate Panel’ (NL: Jonge Klimaatpanel:, a new initiative to get more structural input from
youth who are not affiliated with any youth organisation (R:1; R:3). De ‘Jonge Klimaatpanel’ is an
initiative in which youth who have themselves registered get monthly statements on which they can
give their opinion (R:1). The Youth Climate Movement takes these opinions into account by writhing
their Young Climate agenda (R:1). In addition to the Youth Climate Panel they are currently organizing
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a school-tour, in which they give climate workshops and with which they try to get more input from
youth for their vision document (R:1).

4.1.5 A comparison
It appears that both Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement have a completely different
approach for their strategies. Extinction Rebellion is an organisation that has a main strategy of nonviolent direct action against local and national governments in which disruption, creativity and
outreach are very important and in which they perform massive civil disobedience. Their strategy is
science-based and has a very strong visual part. Extinction rebellion has ten core principles and values
that functions as a guiding framework in their behavior, and framing of concepts is really important for
the members of the organisation. The Youth Climate Movement on the other hand is a umbrella
organisation that aims to represent the united voice of Dutch youth in the climate debate. They get
their input mostly from affiliated organisations, and is now trying to also get input from individual
youth. The organisation is non-activist lobby organisation, that aims to be a constructive dialogue
partner for the government that comes up with solutions for a more ambitious climate policy. For a
quick and clear overview, see table 1.

View on

Extinction Rebellion

The Youth Climate Movement

Inclusive system change:

Inclusive system change:

societal

-

Institutional changes

-

Within institutional boundaries

change

-

Deliberative democracy

-

Arrange the future in a more
climate friendly way

Goal(s)

1. Climate emergency

1. A more ambitious Dutch climate policy

2. Carbon neutral by 2025

2. Carbon neutral by 2050

3. Citizen assemblies

3. Representing Dutch youth 18-32yo

4. Not steer in solutions on topics

4. Contribution of solutions on topics

Strategy Non-violent direct action:
-

Disruption, creativity, outreach

Represent voice of Dutch youth in politics:
-

Constructive dialogue

Massive civil disobedience

Political lobby

Science based

Input from affiliated organisations

Strong visual
Table 1 | A comparison on the view on societal change, goal(s) and strategy of Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate
Movement
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4.2 Organisational capacity
The second aim of this study was to assess the organisational capacity within Extinction Rebellion and
The Youth Climate Movement and if it supports their strategies for a transition towards a more
sustainable society in the Netherlands. Therefore, in this sub chapter the organisational capacity of
both Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement will be described. First, the organisational
capacity of Extinction Rebellion will be described. Second, the organisational capacity of The Youth
Climate Movement will be described. In these two sub chapters the characteristics 1) leadership,
structure and governance, 2) culture, 3) skills and qualifications, 4) learning, evaluation and adaptation,
5) communication and 6) accountability will be discussed. Third, the organisational capacity
characteristics of both organisations will be compared.

4.2.1 Extinction Rebellion
Leadership, structure and governance: mitigate for power and hierarchy in an autonomous and
decentralized organisation
For Extinction Rebellion their idea on leadership is closely intertwined with their organisational
structure and therefore discussed together in this chapter. Extinction Rebellion is an autonomous and
decentralized organisation, composed of horizontally working circles and sub circles on a national and
local level with every circle having their own mandate (R:2; R:4; R:5; R:6; R:7; R:11; R:12; R:13). By
means of this decentralized organisation, Extinction Rebellion actively tries to mitigate for power and
hierarchy (R:2; R:4; R:5; R:6; R:7; R:11; R:12; R:13). Being an autonomous and decentralized
organisation, and therefore actively mitigates for power and hierarchies, is in line with their core
principle and value number 7 ‘we actively mitigate for power’ and 10 ‘we are based on autonomy and
decentralization’ ("Home - Extinction Rebellion", 2019; "Wie wij zijn · Extinction Rebellion
Netherlands", 2019).

As already described in chapter 4.1, Extinction Rebellion believes that the solution to the climate
change emergency can be tackled by, amongst others, constituting a deliberative form of democracy
(R:2; R:4) in which decentralization and citizen assemblies should have a place, so that political
decisions are made socially just (R:2; R:7; R:13). With deliberative democracy for Extinction Rebellion
also comes sociocratic decision making processes (R:2; R:5; R:11). Sociocratic decision making
processes is a decision making process based on consent (Eckstein, 2016). Consent means that people
who are involved in or affected by the to be made decision are being asked if they have a ‘reasoned
and paramount objection’ (Eckstein, 2016). A paramount objection means if the outcome of the
decision ‘puts the joint goal of the group at risk’ (Eckstein, 2016). A reasoned objections means that
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with the paramount objection ‘arguments are provided about how the goal is put at risk’ (Eckstein,
2016). Sociocratic means try to help the people who are involved or affected by the to be made
decision reach a joint solution (Eckstein, 2016). Not only does Extinction Rebellion argue for
implementation of deliberative democracy, decentralization in society, and sociocratic decision
making processes, they also have organized their organisation in the same way as they believe society
should look like in the future (R:4; R:6; R:7; R:12). This is called prefigurative politics (R:12; Cooper,
2017). The definition of prefigurative politics in academic literature is as followed: ‘merging means and
ends, prefigurative politics perform life as it is wished-for, both to experience better practice and to
advance change’ (Cooper, 2017). In this context one of the respondents indeed experiences Extinction
Rebellion as a ‘training machine’ and a different form of education (R:13). However, in these
prefigurative politics, Extinction does struggle with power dynamics which naturally form within the
organisation because of experience, more knowledge or personal characteristics (R:2; R:4; R13).

‘When it comes to the leadership elements though, you obviously have power dynamics within circles and even
amongst them. For example people who have been in one circle for a very long time often get more referred to
than someone who is very new. That also invites different kinds of like personality dynamics into the mix. So if
you feel easily intimidated in a room full of new people and if someone is speaking very eloquently about the
strategy of XR, you might feel a little uncomfortable in giving your say. Just something that I really noticed,
especially in Wageningen.’
(R:2)

‘So power dynamics will always be a part of it, but this actual mitigation for hierarchy is one of our principles. I
am not saying that it's never going to be a struggle, but I am saying that you have to actually mitigate it.’
(R:2)

However, despite these struggles Extinction Rebellion believes in non-hierarchy and actively tries to
mitigate for power and hierarchy (R:2; R:4; R:5; R:6; R:7; R:11; R:12; R:13) by means of deliberative
democracy (R:2; R:4) and the organisation of facilitation trainings, in which they learn active listening
or how to behave as a facilitator (R:2).

Culture: a regenerative culture
Next to performing prefigurative politics, an important part of Extinction Rebellion is their regenerative
culture. This is in line with their core principle and value number 3: We need a regenerative culture
("Home - Extinction Rebellion", 2019; "Wie wij zijn · Extinction Rebellion Netherlands", 2019).
Regenerative culture is not clearly defined in academic literature, but this study has understood that
the regenerative culture within Extinction Rebellion is about caring for yourself and the people around
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you and caring for the planet. Examples of a regenerative culture are the following: always start a
meeting with a check in and end with a check out (R:4; R:6; R:11) or having affinity groups who can
look after each other (R:4; R:11). Other studies about Extinction Rebellion confirmed this
understanding (Westwell & Bunting, 2020). One of the respondents described their regenerative
culture as followed:

‘Regenerative culture is actually about, both in our economic system and in the way we humans... our culture is
currently degenerative. So actually, for the benefit of a very small group of people, a very large group of people,
but also nature and ecosystems, biodiversity is being degraded. But where we really need to go is towards a
system, both economically and socially, in which people and our living environment are constantly being
revitalized. You can take a good look at this biologically and economically, but it is also a completely different
social way of dealing with each other. I think that in western cultures, and certainly in the more neoliberal
capitalist cultures or economic systems and cultures, we are getting further and further away from that. So at
XR there is a lot of attention for how to organize a culture in which there is a lot of attention for the
regenerative capacity of people.’
(R:6, original in Dutch)

Skills and qualifications: no skills and qualifications required
Respondents indicated that it is not necessary to have any skills or qualifications to join Extinction
Rebellion (R:2; R:4; R:6), and that everyone is welcome to join (R:2; R:6; R11). One of the respondents
indicated that a lot of people have this misunderstanding that as a rebel you have to be able to be on
the frontline, but nothing could be further from the truth:

‘I think that the major misconception about XR is that you need to be able to be on the frontlines to be part of
XR. That is totally untrue right. For example we have like a business consultant who is part of XR Netherlands
and she brings to the table so many valuable things but is also quite scared of being on the frontlines of actions.
So for example she did a stakeholder mapping with us where different interest groups might be. And that's just
so valuable and which we wouldn't able to get if we didn't try to allow for everyone to join. I really believe that
we need to make that clear as XR. If you like what we do, join us. Whatever skill you have. Even if you just want
to cook a meal for people once a week or whatever. Please, come we'll find a place for you somehow.’
(R:2)

Even though you don’t require any skill or qualification in order to join Extinction Rebellion (R:2; R:4;
R:6), Extinction Rebellion does promote to learn along the way (R:2). Therefore Extinction Rebellion
organizes all kinds of talks and trainings (R:2; R:4; R:11; R:13) to go on a so called rebel journey (R:13),
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which is a very personal journey (R:2). This is in line with core principle and value number 6 ‘We
welcome everyone and every part of everyone’.

Learning, evaluation and adaptation: an emphasis on learning and evaluation
Core principle and value number 5 ‘We value reflecting and learning’ states that within the
organisation of Extinction Rebellion evaluation is an important aspect ("Home - Extinction Rebellion",
2019; "Wie wij zijn · Extinction Rebellion Netherlands", 2019). Respondents stated that there is indeed
an emphasis on evaluation processes (R:2; R:5; R:6; R:11) , also because this is part of the regenerative
culture of Extinction Rebellion (R:2; R:6; R:11). Evaluations take place through personal talks in the
circles, but also through surveys for example (R:4; R:7). What is being evaluated takes place on the
personal level in a de-brief after every action, in which rebels talk about how it goes with everyone
(R:6). But there are also evaluations on action-level, in which the action is being evaluated (R:4; R:6;
R:11). It is also really important that ‘lessons learned’ are being spread through the organisation (R:6).
However, some respondents indicate that evaluation processes can be done better within Extinction
Rebellion (R:4; R:6), because sometimes the same mistakes are being made throughout the
organisation (R:6). The respondent believes this is mostly due to the decentralized nature of Extinction
Rebellion (R:6). In order to tackle this problem, there’s a new initiative which is called ‘the rebel
academy’ (R:6):

‘For example, I am now involved in an initiative called the rebel academy. That has a number of steps, but the
overhanging goal of those processes is to create places and structures in which people learn about XR more
easily, in terms of content, but also in which they learn from each other more easily. So what are more direct
feedback loops between groups and rebel academy. So those kinds of processes also run constantly.’
(R:6, original in Dutch)

What is not explicitly mentioned by the respondents is the evaluation with other organisations who
are involved in their actions. Respondents state that, before every action, they are in close contact
with for example emergency services to make sure they don’t block emergency routes or that the
police is not taken by surprise (R:4). Therefore it is hard to get feedback from people outside Extinction
Rebellion (R:4).

In addition to the emphasis on learning and evaluation, respondents of Extinction Rebellion believe
their organisation is quite adaptive (R:2; R:6; R:11). For actions Extinction Rebellion always thinks in
scenarios (R:4) and thinks of alternative plans for each situation (R:11). The COVID-19 times however
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were a different kind of situation were Extinction Rebellion had to adapt to, but even that went quite
quickly according to one of the respondents (R:6).

Communication: fragmented communication
During the interviews it became clear that Extinction Rebellion use quite some channels in order to
internally communicate. All of the respondents named MatterMost as their main communication
channel (R:2; R:4; R:5; R:6; R7; R:11; R:13). All the rebels over the world use MatterMost, in order to
be an all connected organisation (R:11). However, you don’t have to be on MatterMost if you want to
be a part of Extinction Rebellion (R:5; R11). One respondent indicated that it takes quite some time
and effort to understand the channel (R:11). Another respondent indicated that when you’re not on
MatterMost you are not part of the conversation, because most decisions are being made through
MatterMost (R:2). Next to MatterMost, Extinction Rebellion uses Whatsapp (R:7; R:11), Signal (R:11),
Telegram (R:7), E-mail (R:7) or Jitsi in corona times (R:11) to digitally communicate with each other.
For documentation Extinction Rebellion mostly uses Nextcloud, which is linked to MatterMost (R:11),
or Discourse (R:6; R:11). Discourse is also used to a lesser extent for discussion (R:6). However, not
everyone can access every document as they like (R:11). For some documents rights need to be granted
(R:11). This has also a lot to do with privacy (R:11), or that sometimes there’s the risk of leaking of
information (R:4; R:11). Last, once in a while also a newsletter gets send out to rebels who have
subscribed themselves (R:5; R:7). An important aspect about these channels is that Extinction Rebellion
prefers NextCloud above GoogleDrive, that they prefer Telegram over Whatsapp et cetera, because
those programs are better encrypted (R:11; R:13). One of the respondents indicated that they have
legitimate reasons to be fearful of for example police who are watching their communication (R:11).

As described above, the internal communication of Extinction Rebellion goes through all kinds of
different channels. This gives the impression that the communication of Extinction Rebellion is quite
fragmented. Respondents also confirm that communication and messaging within Extinction Rebellion
is not really integrated (R:5; R:6) and that sometimes it can cause miscommunication or result in
several local groups doing the same thing (R:6). However, one respondent also indicated that there
are several rebels who are active both within national and local circles who makes the communication
lines short and called them ‘informal integrators’ (R:5). She believes that Extinction Rebellion is
dependent on this kind of informal communication and that it actually can be a strength:

‘I recognize it for sure that it is fragmented. At the same time I think that the freedom you get from all the
fragmentation is also very important. There are people who find it very important that it is well integrated and
that everyone knows everything. I think that that takes a lot of energy, which actually has to go somewhere
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else, namely taking actions and thinking about strategies. And of course you have a better strategy if you can
learn a lot from each other. So there is certainly still potential to improve that. But I also have the idea in a lot of
groups, but maybe you know that better than I do... Malik, for example, is super active on all kinds of different
levels, with me at XR agriculture circle a number of people are also just active on many different levels, so that
the whole movement of that kind of informal integrators depends on the connection of different things. Anni is
also such a person. But I have the idea that it is much more informal and that that is the strength.’
(R:5, original in Dutch)

However, respondents also indicate that it is important to think about how the internal communication
can be more effective (R:2; R:6) and how as an organisation you communicate on your demands and
strategy (R:7). The before mentioned Rebel Academy is for Extinction Rebellion the first step in making
their communication more effective (R:6).

For external communication to third parties, Extinction Rebellion uses social media such as Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter (R:2; R:5). Also talking to the press is a huge part of the communication to third
parties (R:4; R:11). For this purpose there is a media circle, in which a rotating group of people is
responsible for talking to the press (R:4; R:11). However, their messaging strategy is still being debated
on and is a forever ongoing process respondents believe (R:2; R:4; R:6). It is believed to be important
to discuss about which topics as an organisation you are going to talk about and to take a stand on
(R:2). In this the respondents note that they are trying to build a mass movement and that as an
organisation they want to be attractive enough to join (R:2; R:4). So it is important to choose and talk
about topics that, in this case, resonate with the Dutch public (R:2) and also that, even though the
message is very dooming, as an organisation you still send this positive vibe out (R:4). Besides the
messaging strategy, it is also important to be able to communicate with politicians once they are open
for a conversation (R:2). Therefore Extinction Rebellion trains rebels how to do this and in what way
they should utilize this opportunity (R:2).

Accountability: trust and no individual shaming or blaming
Even though the concept of accountability is not part of the conceptual framework of this study, it
appeared to be of great importance to both organisations. Therefore, accountability is being discussed
in addition to the elements of organisational capacity of the organisations.

Being a people’s movement means for Extinction Rebellion that, as long as you can find yourself in the
three demands and adhere to the ten core principles and values, you can do any action in name of
Extinction Rebellion (R:2; R:4; R:5; R:6; R:11). For this reason, trust within the organisation and in
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people is very important within Extinction Rebellion (R:2; R:4; R:5; R:13). Respondents indicated that
it is very rare that there will be held actions in the name of Extinction Rebellion who are very disruptive
and violent for example (R:2; R:5). But when they do and Extinction Rebellion notices that, they will
write a public rectification in which they take distance from the action (R:2; R:5). One of the
respondents indicated that in an organisation like Extinction Rebellion it is very difficult to hold
everyone always accountable (R:2). There are some little measures Extinction Rebellion put into place,
like signing an action before someone partakes (R:2). In this way rebels know what to expect and what
is expected from them (R:2). This respondent also believes that putting too many measures for
accountability into place slows down the movement (R:2). However, you need a certain degree of
responsibility within in the organisation in order to get things done and to divide tasks (R:4; R:11).

Also, when talking about accountability with the respondents, most respondents indicated that
individual blaming or individual shaming is not part of their culture (R:4; R:11). First of all because
Extinction Rebellion identifies themselves as a movement and everything is done in name of Extinction
Rebellion so no individual is to blame (R:4). Second, Extinction Rebellion believes that everyone is a
hypocrite because we are part of a hypocrite system and thus individual shaming is not helpful (R:11).
This is in line with core principle and value number 8 ‘We avoid blaming and shaming’.

‘Calling to account, certainly. When it comes to action and logistics, and how you position yourself within a
group. Then there will certainly be a reaction to it. But if someone does go on vacation by plane, they don't say
much about it. Perhaps among themselves, but that is not the culture of XR as I know it. Not at all. Everyone is
hypocritical. That is just one of our basic principles. By the way, there are ten principles we have as a movement.
But one of those principles is indeed that we are all part of the system and so we cannot only hold ourselves to
account for that. That is why we are a movement and look at the Government. We cannot solve it on our own.
You cannot be not hypocritical when you are in a hypocritical system. So that does not matter.’
(R:11, original in Dutch)

4.2.2 The Youth Climate Movement
Leadership, structure and governance: a journey on leadership
The Youth Climate Movement is a public benefit institution (R:1; R:8) and an umbrella organization
that represents over 60 youth organisations in the climate debate (R:1; R:3; R:8). Their mandate and
right to exist comes from the representation of these 60 youth organisations:
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‘Our right to exist is because youth organizations join us. The JKB itself has no mandate. Our board is very nice,
but if we do not have youth organizations, who do we represent?’
(R:3, original in Dutch)

The Youth Climate Movement consists of seven voluntary working groups and a voluntary board of
eight board members (R:1; R:3; R8; R;9; "Team - Jonge Klimaatbeweging", 2020). All together there are
approximately 50 volunteers directly working for The Youth Climate Movement (R:1; R:3). The board
is being led by the president, every board member has a clear described function and is, depending on
the position, responsible for one or more working groups (R:1). Also every working group is being led
by a president who is in close contact with the responsible board member (R:1). Also members of the
working groups have a clear described function and corresponding responsibilities (R:1). Board
members and working group members change every year (R:1; R:3), but not at the same time to
guarantee continuity (R:1). In addition to the board and working groups, The Youth Climate Movement
also has an objective supervisory board who gives solicited and unsolicited advice to the board and
working groups from their own experiences (R:1; R:3; R:8). The supervisory board consists of old
members of The Youth Climate Movement of old members of one of the organizations The Youth
Climate Movement represents.

Even though the organisational structure of The Youth Climate Movement seems quite straight
forward and hierarchical, The Youth Climate Movement is also struggling with the question of how to
give form to the leadership of the board in their organisation (R:9). They stand for an inclusive and
sustainable society, which in their eyes also means that people should get their own responsibility to
give form to this inclusive and sustainable society (R:9). This affects your function as an organisation
as well (R:9):

‘But also how do you organize your organization? Because we stand for an inclusive and sustainable society and
a part of that is that you give people a responsibility to organize themselves as much as possible. That also
determines how you look at your own organization. How much power do you give to a board, for example, or
how much responsibility or freedom do you place with an individual workgroup member. I think that is also just
a voyage of discovery, because we are very accustomed to thinking in top-down structures and classical
hierarchies. It is a constant balance: how do you deal with your organization? How do you set it up? How do you
deal with it when workgroups do things that you as a board member might not have done, or vice versa. How
do you deal with the hierarchy in the Statutes of the organisation? Do you want to handle it so strictly? I think
that is a very important aspect of every organization: how do you deal with your own people who are in that
organization because they believe in a goal?’
(R:9, original in Dutch)
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The Youth Climate Organisation sees this as an experiment and journey, in which they are constantly
aware of this struggle and keep the conversation about this topic of leadership alive (R:3; R:9). On the
one hand they are aware that complete decentralization and fragmentation might send multiple and
confusing messages to the politics (R:8), and on the other hand they believe in an inclusive and
sustainable society in which individuals take their own responsibility to give form to this society (R:9).
Conducting a form of deep democracy decision making processes facilitates this journey (R:8). In their
opinion it is constantly seeking the balance between the two (R:1; R:3; R:8; R:9).

Culture: make our future more sustainable together
As mentioned before, The Youth Climate Movement sends out the message that we should ‘make our
future more sustainable together’ (R:1). They believe that everyone has its part to do in the transition
towards a more sustainable society (R:1; R:3; R:8; R:9). Thus, individual shaming or individual
accountability is not part of the culture of The Youth Climate Movement because they also believe that
is not effective in order to reach the climate goals (R:1). The Young Climate Movement tries to establish
a positive sphere, in which they want to show it is possible to contribute as an individual to a more
sustainable future together (R:1). An example of a project that had this as goal is the #ikreisanderscampagne (R:1).

Skills and qualifications: match skills and qualifications with the position
As mentioned before, The Youth Climate Movement has approximately 50 volunteers working for the
organisation (R:1; R:3). But together they represent over 60 youth organisation throughout the
Netherlands (R:1; R:3; R:8). In principle is everyone welcome, and are no specific knowledge, skills or
qualifications strictly required to become a board or working group member (R:1; R:3). Even more so,
The Youth Climate Movement would like to be as diverse as possible and stimulates everyone to apply
for a position (R:1; R:3; R:8). Personal motivation and serious interest in the climate debate and Young
Climate Agenda are important features for joining The Young Climate Movement (R:1). At the same
time The Youth Climate Movement is looking for a way to select potential new candidates (R:1). One
of the respondents indicate that relevant experience, such as commission work or project based
working, is taking into account when selecting new candidates (R:1).

Learning, evaluation and adaptation: periodic evaluation and an emphasis on learning
As mentioned before, personal motivation and serious interest in the climate debate and Young
Climate Agenda are important features for joining The Young Climate Movement (R:1). Even though
relevant experience might be taken into account when selecting new candidates (R:1), it might happen
that someone without relevant experience is selected and gets big responsibilities (R:1). These people
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learn a lot though training, collaboration with others within the Youth Climate Movement, and because
the new board member is surrounded by people who may have different expertise (R:1). New board
members for example have a one month period at the beginning of their term in which they closely
work together with their predecessors (R:9). During their term they are also being trained through
different trainings such as lobby- or negotiation training (R:8; R:9), or are in close contact with the their
predecessors (R:9) or supervisory board who gives solicited and unsolicited advice to the board and
working groups (R:1; R:3; R:8).

An important sounding board for the board members of The Youth Climate Movement is the
supervisory board (R:1; R:3; R:8). As mentioned before the supervisory board gives solicited and
unsolicited advice to the board and working groups from their own experiences (R:1; R:3; R:8). The
supervisory board makes sure the board of The Youth Climate Movement works within the Statutes of
the organisation (R:9), can assist in making decisions and has to approve the annual plans and budget
(R:1; R:3). Important in this is that the supervisory board is more objective than the board of The Youth
Climate Movement itself because they are less involved in the matter than the board (R:3). However,
in practice it turns out that most of the time the supervisory board is much too little involved with the
matter to actually be able to properly assist in the decision making process (R:3).

The Youth Climate Movement also has a high emphasis on evaluation (R:1; R:3; R:9). Every board
makes an annual evaluation through an annual report at the end of their term in which they evaluate
their term (R:1; R:3). In this report is evaluated whether goals mentioned in the annual plan were being
met or not, what the points of improvement are and what the tips and tops are for the completed
projects (R:1; R:3). Every annual report is available on the website of The Youth Climate Movement
(R:1). Also the working groups evaluate their specific projects, even in more detail than the board does
(R:1; R:9). Even partnerships or funds require an evaluation process about the work of The Youth
Climate Movement in order to be willing to cooperate (R:1).

However, one respondent also stated that, even though there is a high emphasis on evaluation within
The Youth Climate Movement, evaluation can be done better and the reason for this is inherent to the
fact that youth organisations have a high turnover of active people within the organisation (R:9):

‘And that you usually work towards some kind of peak moment. And that everyone has a lot of energy for that,
but if that peak moment has been there and an evaluation has to come, then there has either been another
change or people are already busy with other things. Or it's not a good time for people, because they are all
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volunteers who do this next to the study or work. So evaluate yes, but is that the best evaluation there is? No.
And I think that is inherent to how youth organizations work.’
(R:9, original in Dutch)

According to the respondents, the emphasis on learning and evaluation results in being adaptive as an
organisation (R:1). After evaluation processes, the organisation always takes decisions whether to
change processes and structures or not (R:1). The COVID-19 times however were a different kind of
situation were The Youth Climate Movement had to adapt to, and after an initial backlash The Youth
Climate Movement altered their way of working (R:1). They found out that most of their work and
activities can be done online, which saves them time and costs, without giving in on quality (R:1).

Communication: straightforward communication
Most of the internal communication of The Youth Climate Movement happens through meetings.
Where most of the meetings happened physically before COVID-19, now the meetings mostly take
place online (R:1). Every week the board comes together in a board meeting (R:1). As mentioned
before, every board member has responsibility over a certain amount of working groups and is in direct
contact with the president that leads this working group (R:1). In order to be on one line with each
other the board and the presidents of the working groups also come together ones in a while, in the
‘JKBreed’-meetings (R:1). These JKBreed-meetings takes place through the communication channel
Slack (R:1). The communication lines between the board and the working groups are thus very short.
Also every six weeks the entire organisation, which consists of the board, working groups and the
affiliated organisations, comes together (R:1). During these meetings the board tries to get the input
from everyone involved in certain topics (R:1). In addition to these meetings once every few weeks
there is a newsletter going out to the working groups and affiliated organisations (R:1). Respondents
feel that, due to all these meetings and direct communication lines within the organisation,
communication about who they are, what they want and how they are going to achieve it, is quite
transparent and clear (R:1).

As for the external communication to third parties The Youth Climate Movement tries to be as
transparent as possible (R:1; R:8). First of all The Youth Climate Movement has their website, where
all kinds of information about The Youth Climate Movement can be found there (R:1). Furthermore,
The Youth Climate Movement speaks on events, like seminars, panel sessions or sort-like speaking
events (R:1). For the communication with politicians, members of The Youth Climate Movement
receive lobby- and negotiation trainings in order to be able to communicate in political spheres (R:3;
R:8).
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The messaging strategy of The Youth Climate Movement currently tries to focus on ‘making a
sustainable future together’, and this is what they try to emphasis in their direct communication to
third parties (R:1). But not only does The Youth Climate Movement think about their direct
communication, they also think about what they communicate indirectly with the choices they make.
A clear example of this lies within the choice whether they should sign the climate agreement (R3; R:8;
R:9):

‘This was purely strategic: what does it do to your organization at the moment you commit? Then there are
risks that people will not find it ambitious enough and adopt a more activist form of JKB and that the supporters
may become even more fragmented as a result. If it becomes super fragmented, it is also more difficult to send
a single message to politicians. If hundreds of messages go to politics, nothing will happen at all. So there was
certainly something to be said for it. On the other hand, there were several organizations that wouldn't sign it.
So our advice was also about how, left or right, this would have an impact on relations with other organizations.
How this would have an impact on politicians, because politicians really wanted this to be signed of course.
Certainly the coalition. There were a few opposition parties who were against it, but JKB probably already had
that support.’
(R:8, original in Dutch)

Accountability: be as transparent as possible
Even though the concept of accountability is not part of the conceptual framework of this study, it
appeared to be of great importance to both organisations. Therefore, accountability is being discussed
in addition to the elements of organisational capacity of the organisations.

Every board member and working group member has a clear and well-documented description of their
function and responsibilities (R:1; R:9). Therefore it is easy to hold someone responsible for their
actions. However, as mentioned before, also The Youth Climate Movement is struggling with the
question of how to give form to the organisational structure of their organisation and thus also with
the accountability and responsibility that comes with it (R:9). Just for clarity, here again the quote of
the respondent:

‘But also how do you organize your organization? Because we stand for an inclusive and sustainable society and
a part of that is that you give people a responsibility to organize themselves as much as possible. That also
determines how you look at your own organization. How much power do you give to a board, for example, or
how much responsibility or freedom do you place with an individual workgroup member. I think that is also just
a voyage of discovery, because we are very accustomed to thinking in top-down structures and classical
hierarchies. It is a constant balance: how do you deal with your organization? How do you set it up? How do you
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deal with it when workgroups do things that you as a board member might not have done, or vice versa. How
do you deal with the hierarchy in the Statutes of the organisation? Do you want to handle it so strictly? I think
that is a very important aspect of every organization: how do you deal with your own people who are in that
organization because they believe in a goal?’
(R:9, original in Dutch)

However, respondents of The Youth Climate Movement indicated that they do feel that it is engrained
in their organisation to be as transparent as possible, both internally and externally (R:1; R:8).
Internally they have their annual reports who are available for everyone who wishes to read them (R:1)
and they try to be as transparent as possible in their communication to their affiliated organisations
(R:8). Also in their external communication they try to be as transparent as possible about their work
and the choices they make (R:1; R:8):

‘I think it's ingrained, the way I see it. I think it is, yes I think it is. Just to give an example. We hadn't signed the
climate agreement and an extensive letter was written about why we didn't and that was then brought out.
Yes, also in our media statements we really do our best to be as transparent as possible.’
(R:1, original in Dutch)

Last, individual shaming or individual accountability is not part of the culture of The Youth Climate
Movement because they also believe that is not effective in order to reach the climate goals (R:1). The
Young Climate Movement tries to establish a positive sphere, in which they want to show it is possible
to contribute as an individual to a more sustainable future together (R:1).

4.2.3 A comparison
Leadership, structure and governance: decentralized versus hierarchical
On the one hand, Extinction Rebellion is an autonomous and decentralized organisation that works
with national and local circles, and therefore actively mitigates for power and hierarchies (see figure
1). Even though this might be difficult at some times, they argue for the implementation of deliberative
democracy, decentralization in society, and sociocratic decision making processes. In addition to that
they also have organized their organisation in the same way as they believe society should look like in
the future, which called prefigurative politics (R:4; R:6; R:7; R:12). On the other hand The Youth Climate
Movement is a hierarchical organized organisation, consisting of a supervisory, a board, working
groups and affiliated organisations (see figure 2). However, even though the organisational structure
of The Youth Climate Movement is hierarchical, The Youth Climate Movement is also struggling with
the question of how to give form to leadership in their organisation (R:9). The Youth Climate
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Organisation sees this as an experiment and journey, in which they are constantly aware of this
struggle and keep the conversation about this topic of leadership alive (R:3; R:9).

Figure 2| Organisational structure of The Youth Climate Movement

Figure 1| Organisational structure of Extinction Rebellion
(NVDA-training, Extinction Rebellion)

Culture: organisational culture is important for both organisations
Both organisations emphasize the importance of a facilitative organisational culture. Extinction
Rebellion clearly has defined their culture as regenerative. A regenerative culture is, both in our
economics and social society, in their opinion necessary for a sustainable society (R:6). The Youth
Climate Movement tries to eliminative individual shaming and accountability in order to work on a
sustainable future together, because they believe that everyone has its part to do in the transition
towards a more sustainable society and working together will be more effective for reaching the
climate goals (R:1; R:3; R:8; R:9).

Skills and qualifications: both organisations are easy accessible
Both organisations explicitly mention that everyone is welcome at their organisation, regardless of the
level of knowledge, skills and qualifications. This makes it fairly easy to join both organisations.
However, it seems that the threshold to join The Young Climate Movement lies a little higher than that
of Extinction Rebellion, since they do indicate that relevant experience, such as commission work or
project based working, is taking into account when new candidates are being selected (R:1).
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Learning, evaluation and adaptation: lessons learned
Even though both organisations put a lot of effort in evaluation and learning, there are some things to
pay attention to. For Extinction Rebellion it is important to streamline their evaluation processes, so
that evaluation of important actions and/or processes can be communicated throughout the whole
organisations. They made a very good first step with the Rebel Academy. In addition to that, they could
enhance evaluation with third parties, in order to get more feedback and this ‘outside’ view they are
longing for. The evaluation of The Youth Climate Movement seems more organized and clearly
arranged, however they might pay attention to the quality of their evaluations. Inherent to how youth
organisations work, they sometimes forget to do an evaluation or perform an evaluation of lower
quality due to lack of energy or attention from their volunteers. Both organisations also qualify
themselves as pretty adaptive. Extinction Rebellion indicate that they always think in scenario’s, and
The Youth Climate Movement decides after evaluation whether things have to change or not.
However, when more emphasis is put in streamlining the evaluation or enhancing the quality,
adaptation will be enhanced as well.

Communication: fragmented versus straightforward communication
The way of communication is different for both organisations. As already mentioned, the
communication of Extinction Rebellion is quite fragmented with all sorts of means to communicate
with each other. Communication and messaging within Extinction Rebellion is not really integrated
(R:5; R:6) and sometimes it can cause miscommunication or result in several local groups doing the
same thing (R:6). Even though some respondents indicated that it doesn’t bother them (R:5), there lies
a big challenge in integrating their internal communication for Extinction Rebellion as an organisation.
An integrated communication will enhance the spreading of information about, for example, their
decisions, strategy and evaluation. This eventually might work through in the effectiveness of their
organisation. On the contrary their external communication is quite thought through, with people
responsible for the outreach and talking to the press. They make sure they all have to same story they
communicate to third parties, and have a rotating system to make sure not one member will become
the face of Extinction Rebellion. The Youth Climate Movement on the other hand has a very
straightforward way of communication amongst members and throughout the organisation, where
documents are easy to find and short communication lines and transparency are central to their way
of communicating. Not only do they think about their direct communication, but also about their
indirect communication. They believe that their way of communicating makes clear who they are and
what they want.
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Accountability: establishing a positive atmosphere
Even though the concept of accountability is not part of the conceptual framework of this study, it
appeared to be of great importance to both organisations. Therefore, accountability is being discussed
in addition to the elements of organisational capacity of the organisations.

Both organisations step away from individual shaming or individual accountability, because both
believe it does not support the transition towards a more sustainable society. Both organisations try
to acknowledge individual efforts to contribute to the cause. In addition to that, trust is for Extinction
Rebellion an important aspect of the organisation and working together. For The Youth Climate
Movement transparency is very important.

Extinction Rebellion

The Youth Climate Movement

Leadership,

Decentralized and autonomous

Hierarchical

structure and

Prefigurative politics

Conversations on leadership

governance

Sociocratic decisions

Most final decisions by board

Culture

Regenerative and facilitative

Facilitative

Skills and

No skills or qualifications required

Relevant experience is taken into

qualifications

account

Learning,
evaluation and

Emphasis on learning and evaluation
Pay attention to streamline

adaptation
Communication
Accountability

Pay attention to quality

Qualify themselves as adaptive
Fragmented

Straightforward
No individual shaming or accountability
Trust

Transparency

Table 2 | A comparison of organisational capacity of Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement

4.5 Additional dilemma’s or difficulties
During this study other interesting dilemmas and difficulties came up, but are not necessarily part of
the conceptual framework proposed by this study. However, the researcher finds them important to
discuss as well since they influence the organisational capacity of the organisations.

Dependent of non-structural forms of income
This study did not focus on the financial means of Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate
Movement. However, respondents of both Extinction Rebellion and the Youth Climate Movement
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mentioned that they don’t have a structural income and that sometimes it forms a serious brain teaser
(R:1; R:2; R:3; R:4). Both organisations heavily rely on individual donations (R:3; R:4), donations from
companies (R:4), from ministries (R:3), or from Extinction Rebellion international (R:2). Because of
these non-structural incomes, both Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement mostly rely
on people who voluntarily join their movement and organisation (R:1; R:2; R:3; R:4). This in turn results
in a high turnover of participants and capacity problems (R:1; R:3; R:4; R:5; R:9; R:11). The lack of
structural financial income therefore and also threatens the continuity and projects of the
organisations (R:2; R:3; R:4) and also the inclusive and diverse culture within the organisations (R:1;
R:8).

Organisational inclusivity and diversity
Respondents of both Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement indicate that one of the
biggest challenges they face is the difficulty to reach inclusivity and diversity within their own
organisation, even though both organisations really aim for being as inclusive and diverse as possible
(R:1; R:3; R:8; R:11; R:12). Extinction Rebellion often is criticized for nog being diverse enough (R:11;
R:12). First, respondents believe this has something to do with the fact that the organisation is
originated by white people and that they are a quite white movement in general (R:11). Second, their
strategy is civil disobedience and as a result you are in a conflict with the police and might be arrested,
which might not be as easy for people of color:

‘We also get a lot of criticism, rightly so, that the movement is not diverse enough. Of course with the history
where it started, that it was set up by white and that we are a rather white movement anyway. That the
strategies you do, i.e. civil disobedience and looking up the police in that sense, are not friendly to all skin colors,
because someone who is black is less inclined to throw himself in front of a policeman if you already have
unpleasant experiences with that. So that's a very big point we're working on, for example.’
(R:11, original in Dutch)

The Youth Climate Movement mostly sees that their organisation mostly is a white and highly educated
organisation (R:3; R:8). They believe that over the long haul that can be harmful (R:8), and therefore
they would like to see more diversity in both cultural and geographical aspects (R:3). It can be harmful
because the organisation won’t represent Dutch society, but only a part of Dutch society. This can
result in climate policy that is not social just (R:3; R:8). As mentioned before, as a start in order to be
more inclusive and diverse they launched the Youth Climate Panel (R:1).
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‘We do have a hard time becoming an inclusive movement. You asked about those big strategy issues,
inclusiveness really is one of them. We are, to put it rather unkindly, a rather white highly educated movement
and I would like to see a bit more diversity on the whole flank. So also geographically: a little less randstad, a
little more from other parts of the country, a little more with an MBO background or HBO instead of all
university graduates. Surely there's a challenge to do a little more there... but I think that's what's bothering the
environmental movement as a whole.’
(R:3, original in Dutch)

The Youth Climate Movement indicates that working on a more inclusive and diverse organisation is
difficult because of multiple reasons. First of all is the already mentioned lack of structural financial
income (R:3; R:8). Because the work with The Youth Climate Movement is voluntarily, but also almost
a full time job. A lot of people don’t have the resources the participate with The Youth Climate
Movement (R:3; R:8). A more structural income would already make it easier to become a more
inclusive and divers organisation (R:3). Second, a lack of time among board members make it difficult
to prioritize the focus on becoming more inclusive and divers as an organisation.

‘Although I have to say that due to lack of time, and you have 30 applicants for a board, you are already happy
that there are 30. So on the one hand, yes, we want to become more diverse, but on the other hand, it is also a
lot of pressure to find a successor. Because no one wants to go on for another year if you're already completely
broke from such a year. So it is also necessary to choose the easy route sometimes. So okay: we have 30 white
highly educated people who are very capable.’
(R:3, original in Dutch)

For both organisations it is important to recognize and be critical on their own degree of inclusivity and
diversity within the organisation. If you want to be as inclusive and diverse as possible, what are the
standards that you are aiming for? What does inclusivity and diversity mean to your organisation? Is
that even achievable? To take civil disobedience and encounters with the police as an example: not
everyone would feel comfortable with being arrest able, and that does not only apply to people of
color. Of course, Extinction Rebellion states that you don’t have to be on the frontlines of an action
and you can choose to do otherwise (R:2), but questions are being raised about that this does to your
status and position within your organisation (R:12). Another example is the strong community building
within both organisations. As a result of this strong community building, both organisations have
formed their own vocabulary over time (R:1; R:11) or very strong social relations (R:4) and this might
result in a certain gap between the organisation and people who are interested in taking part in the
climate movement (R:12). They might feel like outsiders (R:12) or in some cases they might nog even
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feel welcome (R:4). Therefore, it is important to constantly and critically reflect on processes within
the organisation that might influence inclusivity and diversity within the organisation (R:12).

Connection to local society
Being an inclusive and diverse organisation also means that as an organisation you can represent
societies and thus local interests. As already mentioned, both organisations struggle with inclusivity
and diversity and mostly consist of white highly educated people (R:3; R:8; R:11; R:12). This can result
in a gap between the organisation and local reality, which the organisation should be aware of (R:12).
If you want to be effective as a movement, you should also give attention to what degree you represent
local feelings, experiences and interests (R:12). As an organisation you should make sure that people
really identify with what you do as an organisation (R:12). Respondents indicated that they feel that
what Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement do is far from local reality and that this
might or already is a problem (R:12) and can be harmful in the future (R:8).

Collaboration and block formation
One of the respondents indicated that Extinction Rebellion wants to be a ‘movement of movements’,
in which they collaborate and strengthen ties with other organisations in the climate movement (R:4;
R:11). Not only to look after each other, but also the form a mass movement and to grow in numbers
(R:11). However, one of the respondents indicated that as an organisation you always have to think
about with which other organisation you want to align yourself with and if it fits within the objectives
and strategies of your own organisation:

‘There's a whole bunch of issues that gets discussed. There's another one that was about which movements we
decided to align ourselves with. This is a huge one. Because so many groups, grassroots movements, they want
XR supports and association. But then we have to decide whether that's actually in alignment with our broad
strategy. One example was Lutkemeer. We decided to join up with them, because we thought it would be a
good strategy for.. if Amsterdam declares a climate emergency and still decides to bulldoze this organic farm
and replace it with distribution center for Schiphol, that really doesn't reflect well on the emergency: it would
contradict. But some people also asked us to make a statement about Kurdistan, but the link between them and
us is more difficult to see, because in that case you're talking about imperialism and colonialism and war and
justice issues which are definitely part of the climate change debate, but is the public going to make that link?
We didn't think so. So we decided not to do that.’
(R:2)

Extinction Rebellion tries to establish this collaboration by active outreach to other organisations (R:2;
R:4), but also indicates that it is difficult to get other organisations publicly state they condone
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Extinction Rebellion’s actions (R:2). What they will do is helping promoting Extinction Rebellion’s
actions within their own organisation (R:2). Besides that, respondents indicate that the climate
movement is a really tight community and that you see a lot of the same faces at actions (R:2). As a
result, collaboration also happens organically (R:2).

For The Youth Climate Movement collaboration is really important, but also a delicate issue. According
to their statutes the Youth Climate Movement is an independent organisation (R:1; R:8). Therefore
aligning themselves strongly with a couple of organisations is not in line with their statutes and their
aim to be independent (R:8). However, this does not imply that collaboration is impossible (R:8).
Collaboration is possible, but the aim of collaboration with other organisations should be creating as
much support as possible (R:8). The pursuit therefore is not to be independent to not collaborate at
all, but to be independent precisely because they work together with everyone (R:8).

The current climate movement seems quite fragmented, with all kinds of different organisations who
want to contribute to the cause. When asked to the respondents if this fragmentation is a problem
precisely in reaching their goals, both organisations indicated that they believe that in order to be
successful as a climate movement organisations in the entire spectrum (e.g. different in nature) are
needed (R:2; R:3; R:4; R:5; R:9; R:11; R:12). That is also why some of them believe a more violent
organisation should spring up at some point (R:2; R:4). As previously mentioned, they also believe that
collaboration between different climate organisations is important: Extinction Rebellion wants to be a
‘movement of movements’ in which they collaborate and strengthen ties with other organisations in
the climate movement (R:4; R:11) and The Youth Climate Movement wants to be independent
precisely because they work together with everyone (R:8). However, in practice it often seems difficult
to establish these actual collaborations between climate organisations who are so different in nature.
It seems that often the organisations don’t believe in each other strategies and go their own way (R:10;
R:14). Yet it is important to look at the possibilities for collaboration and block formation, since it
probably will be easier to reach the organisations goals and to increase the impact of the entire climate
movement (R:10; R:12).
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5. Discussion
Nowadays, activists and environmental movements are all one by one emphasizing the current climate
crisis and the urgency of immediate action by both governments and citizens. This is where these
activists and movements are on the interface of the micro-level of bottom-up initiatives and the macrolevel of existing societal institutions (Törnberg, 2018), and where there is a growing need of climate
movement organisations to be one of the fundamental drivers of social change (Delina & Diesendorf,
2016). Despite this growing need, not much research has been done on how these climate movement
organisations as a fundamental driver contribute to social change (Schock, 2003; Thomas and Louis,
2014). This study first aimed to fill this gap of knowledge by identifying and analyzing the strategies of
Dutch climate movement organisations to contribute to the transition towards a more sustainable
society in the Netherlands, since lately the importance of strategies is emphasized for all social
movements (Delina & Diesendorf, 2016). In addition to identifying different strategies of Dutch climate
movement organisations, this study also aimed to analyze the organisational capacity of these
movements that can support their strategies to achieve their goals, since organisational capacity within
movements is argued to be one of the key capacities for movements to be successful (Chenoweth,
2017), because organisational capacity has gained a more dominant role in the achievement of the
performance of an organisation (Christensen & Gazley, 2008) and because organisational capacity
theory can help to understand strategic behavior in social movements (Weber & King, 2014).

This chapter wraps up the findings in conceptual terms en are discussed in connection with wider
relevant scientific debates. In addition to that, a reflection on the conceptual framework and the
methods used is given. Last, also recommendations for further research will be proposed.

5.1 Strategy
The view on and the goal(s) for a transition towards a more sustainable society
The view on a certain topic and the corresponding goal of an organisation are the foundations of the
strategy of an organisation, which in literature is also called ‘motivation’ (Messick & Kramer, 2004).
This motivation influences and affects the focus an organisation brings to its work and strategy
(Messick & Kramer, 2004). Therefore, this study first explored the view of Extinction Rebellion and The
Youth Climate Movement on what they believe the transition towards a more sustainable society in
the Netherlands entails, what they think is needed in order to get there and what their goal(s) are to
reach that. Results show that at first sight both Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement
hold the same view. Both Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement believe that the
transition towards a more sustainable society should be an inclusive system change, in which everyone
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should take their responsibility. Both organisations believe that the government has to take the lead
in this transition, but should consult citizens about policy decisions that affect society. However, a
deeper analysis shows that, even though both organisations argue for an inclusive system change,
there appears to be a fundamental difference in the meaning of an inclusive system change for both
organisations. Where Extinction Rebellion emphasizes that current existing governmental and political
institutions must change in order to tackle the current climate crisis (Booth, 2019), The Youth Climate
Movement wants to show that youth is willing to come up with sustainable solutions within current
existing governmental and political institutional boundaries in order to arrange the future in a climatefriendly way. Following this view on the transition towards a more sustainable society, both
organisations described their corresponding goal(s). Both organisations want to address the climate
emergency at hand and want to stimulate citizen involvement, but both organisations want this in a
different way. Extinction Rebellion wants the State to declare a climate emergency, go carbon neutral
by 2025, wants the State to institute citizen assemblies and does not want to steer in solutions on
topics. The Youth Climate Movement wants a more ambitious Dutch climate policy, wants the State to
go carbon neutral by 2050, represents Dutch youth and does contribute with sustainable solutions on
topics (see table 1). This study argues that this fundamental difference in the view on and the goal(s)
for the transformation towards a more sustainable society are the foundations of the strategy of both
organisations, also because reaching organizational goal(s) is supported by the strategy of that
organisation (Meyer and Staggenborg, 2012). Another thing learned by the view and goal(s) of the
organisations is that Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement indeed have a New Social
Movement character (Pichardo, 1997; Kendall et al., 2005; Opp, 2009) in which agency (conscious
awareness) of the social movement is as important as its structural elements (Jasper, 2004). Results
confirm that the organisations can indeed be identified as a New Social Movement. Both movements
highly emphasize (the need of) social changes in society in order to be able to make the transition
towards a more sustainable society and in being able to tackle the current climate crisis.

Extinction Rebellion’s and The Youth Climate Movement’s strategy
As described, results of this study show that Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement
both have a different strategy following their view and goal(s) (see table 1). Extinction Rebellion is an
organisation that has a main strategy of non-violent direct action against local and national
governments in which disruption, creativity and outreach are very important and in which they
perform massive civil disobedience. Their strategy is science-based and has a very strong visual part.
Extinction rebellion has ten core principles and values that functions as a guiding framework in their
behavior, and framing of concepts is really important for the members of the organisation. The Youth
Climate Movement on the other hand is a umbrella organisation that aims to represent the united
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voice of Dutch youth in the climate debate through their Youth Climate Agenda. They get their input
mostly from affiliated organisations, and are now trying to also get input from individual youth. The
organisation is a non-activist lobby organisation, that aims to be a constructive dialogue partner for
the government that comes up with solutions for a more ambitious climate policy. For a quick and
clear overview of the strategies of both organisations, see table 1 (chapter 4). However, the main
difference in strategy between both organisations is their type of action. Extinction Rebellion performs
so called outward-oriented climate activism, in which actions consists of confrontational activities that
put pressure on invested parties (such as governments and NGOs) (Delina et al., 2014) and The Youth
Climate Movement performs more prefigurative climate activism in which activities, workshops or
dialogues are organized to create awareness in politics amongst individuals and communities on the
issue at hand (Delina et al., 2014; Maney et al., 2012). Academic literature places this type of choice in
action under the Naughty or Nice dilemma in which social movements have to choose between a
strategy of disruption (e.g. demonstrations near government buildings) and a strategy of debate (e.g.
initiating discussion groups) (Jasper, 2004; Maney et al., 2012). It is important to note that there is no
‘good’ or ‘wrong’ choice of action within strategy. Literature suggests that non-violent disruption does
contribute to success of SMOs in reaching their goals (Fuller, 2007; Thomas & Louis, 2014). However,
it is suggested that non-violent disruption alone does not do the trick, and that a successful movement
should consist of both outward-oriented activism and prefigurative activism (Delina et al., 2014). By
choosing both a different type of strategy, Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement
strengthen the Dutch climate movement as a whole.

Another big difference between the organisations is the way their organisation is organized (which can
not only be classified as a part of their organisational capacity, but also as a part of their strategy).
Extinction Rebellion chooses to be a decentralized organisation, whereas The Youth Climate
Movement chooses a central administration that has the final call in most decisions. In academic
literature this is also classified as a choice made under the organisation dilemma (Jasper, 2004; Maney
et al., 2012; Meyer and Staggenborg, 2012). One of the trade-offs in this dilemma is the choice between
a probably more effective centralized organisation and a bigger member involvement in a less effective
decentralized organisation (Jasper, 2004). Both organisations confirm this as the biggest trade-off and
both chooses differently. Extinction Rebellion chooses a decentralized organisation, because they
believe that a deliberative form of democracy is one of the answers to the current climate crisis and
because they want to build a mass movement and therefore need a bigger member involvement. The
Youth Climate Movement chooses a centralized organisation, in order to be a united voice and
constructive dialogue partner for the government. Literature however does not suggest that one is
more effective than the other.
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5.2 Organisational capacity
In addition to identifying different strategies of Dutch climate movement organisations, this study also
analyzed the organisational capacity of these movements that can support their strategies to achieve
their goals, since organisational capacity within movements is argued to be one of the key capacities
for movements to be successful (Chenoweth, 2017), because organisational capacity has gained a
more dominant role in the achievement of the performance of an organisation (Christensen & Gazley,
2008) and because organisational capacity theory can help to understand strategic behavior in social
movements (Weber & King, 2014). This study focused on several characteristics of organisational
capacity identified by Cox et al. (2018), namely leadership, structure and governance (of the
organisation) and skills (in which evaluation, learning and adaptation also play a role). Even though
accountability was initially not added to the conceptual framework, it appeared of utmost importance
to the organisations and will therefore also be discussed. In addition to these characteristics, this study
also assessed culture and communication within the organisation. Results about organisational
capacity of Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement show that these Dutch climate
movements indeed have a New Social Movement character (Pichardo, 1997; Kendall et al., 2005; Opp,
2009) in which agency (conscious awareness) of the social movement is as important as its structural
elements (Jasper, 2004). Results show that they believe that a regenerative culture with corresponding
norms, values, discourses and ideologies are incredibility important to be able to make this transition
as a society. Also they believe that culture can be used as a means in order to reach their goal(s).

Leadership, structure and governance
First, the structure and governance of both organisations follow their idea on leadership. Extinction
Rebellion believes that in society there should be an actual mitigation of power and hierarchy, in order
to be able to tackle the climate crisis. Therefore Extinction Rebellion is an autonomous and
decentralized organisation, that actively mitigates for power and hierarchies. Even though it might be
difficult at some times, they argue for the implementation of deliberative democracy, decentralization
in society, and sociocratic decision making processes. The Youth Climate Movement on the other hand
is a hierarchical organized organisation, consisting of a supervisory board, a board, working groups and
affiliated organisations. They believe that one united voice that represents Dutch youth in politics will
contribute to a more ambitious climate policy. Literature does not suggest that one is more effective
than the other. However, the structure of both organisations fits with the strategies they conduct in
order to reach their goal(s). Extinction Rebellion argues for a society with a deliberative democracy,
and conducting deliberative democracy themselves they show what they argue for. The Youth Climate
Movement aims to be the united voice of Dutch youth in the climate debate and therefore one board
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that represents the organisation, and therefore Dutch youth, results in one united message to Dutch
politics. However, even though the structure of both organisations supports their goal(s) and strategy,
both organisations are still being challenged by their idea on leadership and thus their organisational
structure. Extinction Rebellion acknowledges that power dynamics play a role within their
organisation, and even though the organisational structure of The Youth Climate Movement is
hierarchical, The Youth Climate Movement also believes that people should be given the responsibility
to give form to an inclusive and sustainable society and thus their organisation. Literature does suggest
how to enhance a decentralized organisation or how to give people more responsibility in a
hierarchical organisation. In order to be more effective as an organisation, Delina et al. (2014) for
example argues that one of the options could be to institute deliberative democracy exercises in which
the focuses lies on deliberation instead of debating over a consensus. This is also what both
organisations show within their organisations to a more or lesser extent. However, both organisations
feel that deliberation might not contribute to being more effective in their decision making processes
and might slow them down. Since literature does not suggest that one is more effective than the other,
this will be a constant journey in which both organisations should take action as they see fit.

Culture
Following their idea on leadership, and the resulting structure and governance of the organisations,
both organisations emphasize the importance of a facilitative organisational culture. Extinction
Rebellion clearly has defined their culture as regenerative. A regenerative culture is in their opinion,
both in economics and social society, necessary for a sustainable society. This study has understood
that the regenerative culture within Extinction Rebellion is about caring for yourself and the people
around you and caring for the planet, which is confirmed by other studies (Westwell & Bunting, 2020).
Especially caring for yourself and the people around you is for Extinction Rebellion important, because
of the nature of their actions. Taking part in non-violent, but disruptive actions, can be hard on some
participants. Therefore, a regenerative culture where the emphasis is put on the well-being of people
helps in conducting their strategy. The Youth Climate Movement on the other hand tries to establish
a positive and facilitative culture in order to work on a sustainable future together, because they
believe that everyone has its part to do in the transition towards a more sustainable society and
working together instead of individually will be more effective for reaching the climate goals.
Organisational culture within the organisation that supports the strategy of that organisation is a key
features of an organisation with a high performance to achieve their goals (Cox et al., 2018). It is argued
that objectives of the organisation and the transformational change the organisation is aiming at can
only be achieved when there is a supportive organisational culture present within this organisation,
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and when this supportive organisational culture is in line with the objectives, values and functions of
the organisation (Cox et al., 2018). This seems to be the case for both organisations.

Skills and qualifications
Both organisations explicitly mention that everyone is welcome at their organisation, regardless of the
level of knowledge, skills and/or qualifications they possess. This makes it for outsiders fairly easy to
join both organisations, and helps in the process of establishing an inclusive organisation. Extinction
Rebellion emphasizes that everyone is welcome, and that a rebel journey to gain relevant knowledge,
skills and/or qualifications is part of their culture. However, according to Cox et al. (2018) it is important
to have a ‘‘right’ mix of employees [in this study ‘employees’ is substituted by ‘members of the Dutch
climate movement organisations’] that can competently and adaptively perform complex activities
involving ideas (cognitive skills), technologies and data management (technical skills) and/or people
(interpersonal skills)’ in order to be effective as an organisation. Since this study did not a deeper
analysis on the skills the organisations need and the presence of these relevant skills, but only on the
perception of both organisations if relevant skills are necessary and if they think they possess the
relevant skills as an organisation, it would be valuable to conduct research on which skills Extinction
Rebellion (and The Youth Climate Movement) possesses at the moment and where improvements can
be made. The Young Climate Movement on the other hand, seems to have a higher threshold for
people to be able to join The Young Climate Movement, since they do indicate that relevant
experience, such as commission work or project based working, is taking into account when new
candidates are being selected. By taking relevant experience into account, they select candidates that
are able to fulfill the work that comes with the positions they have open for new candidates.

Learning, evaluation and adaptation
Since everyone is welcome at their organisations, regardless of the level of knowledge, skills and
qualifications, both organisations put a lot of emphasis on organisational learning, evaluation and
adaptation. However, there are still some things to pay attention to. For Extinction Rebellion it is
important to streamline their evaluation processes, so that evaluation of important actions and/or
processes can be communicated throughout the whole organisation. They made a very good first step
with the Rebel Academy. In addition to that, they could enhance evaluation with third parties, in order
to get more feedback and this ‘outside’ view they are longing for. The evaluation of The Youth Climate
Movement seems more organized and clearly arranged, although they might pay attention to the
quality of their evaluations. Inherent to how youth organisations work, they sometimes forget to do
an evaluation or perform an evaluation of lower quality due to lack of energy or attention from their
volunteers. Both organisations also qualify themselves as adaptive. Extinction Rebellion indicate that
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they always think in scenario’s, and The Youth Climate Movement decides after evaluation whether
things have to change or not. However, when more emphasis is put in streamlining the evaluation or
enhancing the quality, adaptation will be enhanced as well.

Communication
There is also a difference in the way of communication for both organisations. As already mentioned,
the communication of Extinction Rebellion is quite fragmented with all sorts of means to communicate
with each other. This can cause miscommunication or results in several local groups doing the same
thing. This study identified that there lies a big challenge in integrating their internal communication,
which is seconded by members of Extinction Rebellion themselves . This will enhance the spreading of
information about, for example, their decisions, strategy and evaluation. This eventually might work
through in the effectiveness of their organisation, since Cox et al. (2018) argues that communication
within the organisation that supports their strategy is a key feature of an organisation with a high
performance to achieve their goal(s). Also, the authors argue that objectives of the organisation and
the transformational change the organisation is aiming at can only be achieved when there is a
supportive and effective organisational communication present within this organisation, and when a
supportive and effective organisational communication is in line with the objectives, values and
functions of the organisation (Cox et al., 2018). The Youth Climate Movement on the other hand has a
very straightforward way of communication amongst members and throughout the organisation,
where documents are easy to find and short communication lines and transparency are central to their
way of communicating. Not only do they think about their direct communication, but also about their
indirect communication. So where The Youth Climate Movement has really developed their way of
communication, there lies a big challenge for Extinction Rebellion.

Accountability
In addition to the abovementioned elements, but initially not researched by this study, accountability
also appeared to play in important role in both organisations. Both organisations step away from
individual shaming or individual accountability, because both believe it does not support the transition
towards a more sustainable society and both organisations try to acknowledge individual efforts to
contribute to the cause. In addition to that, trust is for Extinction Rebellion an important aspect of the
organisation and of working together. They believe putting too much measures for accountability into
place will slow down the movement. This is in line with an emerging trend that trust is becoming more
important for and valuable in organisations than the use of a measuring framework for accountability
(Tyler, 2003). Studies reveal that trust in the motivation, intention and characteristics of people
affiliated with the organisation themselves has become a key feature for organisations to be efficient,
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effective and able to grow and survive in faster and more rapidly changing society (Tyler, 2003). For
Extinction Rebellion having trust in others is an essential feature, just because of their decentralized
nature. In their organisation people are encouraged to take action autonomously in the name of
Extinction Rebellion. Without trust, this decentralized nature of the organisation would probably be
less efficient and effective. For The Youth Climate Movement on the other hand the presence of
transparency within the organisation is being emphasized and is therefore very important.

5.3 Additional dilemma’s or difficulties
During this study other interesting dilemmas and difficulties came up, but are not necessarily part of
the initial conceptual framework proposed by this study. However, the researcher found them
important to discuss as well, since they influence both the strategy and the organisational capacities
of the organisations. First of all, both organisations struggle with securing a structural financial income.
This lack of structural financial income threatens the continuity and projects of the organisations and
also the inclusive and diverse culture within the organisations. Second, one of the biggest challenges
both organisations face is the difficulty to reach inclusivity and diversity within their own organisations,
even though both organisations really aim for being as inclusive and diverse as possible. Therefore, it
is important to constantly and critically reflect on processes within the organisation that might
influence inclusivity and diversity within the organisation. Third, both organisations might find a gap
between their organisation and local realty, which the organisation should be aware of, because being
an inclusive and diverse organisation also means that as an organisation you can represent societies
and thus local interests. Fourth and last, the current Dutch climate movement seems fragmented and
collaboration between different organisations if often difficult to establish. Yet it is important to look
at the possibilities for collaboration and block formation, since it will be easier to reach the
organisations goal(s)s and to increase the impact of the entire climate movement (Van Dyke, 2003;
Beamish & Luebbers, 2009). The implications of these challenges will be further discussed in the next
paragraphs.

The above mentioned challenges seems intertwined with each other. As mentioned, amongst these
challenges is securing a structural financial income. This lack of structural financial income not only
threatens the continuity and projects of the organisations itself, but also the inclusive and diverse
culture within the organisations, since the lack of financial means might people stop from participating.
Amongst others, a result of that is that both organisations face the major challenge of reaching
inclusivity and diversity within their own organisations. Both organisations consist mostly of white and
highly educated persons. Even though diversity is a fluid concept en does not have one definition
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(Thomas, 2005; Viljoen-Terblanche, 2008), it can be seen as a non-limitative set of factors that make
people divers (Viljoen-Terblanche, 2008). These factors can include skin color, race, culture, economic
class, education, values etcetera (Viljoen-Terblanche, 2008). Diversity within an organisation can,
amongst others, contribute to successful decision-making and to the ability to support strategy and
reach organisational goal(s) (Riordan, 2014). However, in order for diversity to be a contributive factor,
inclusivity within an organisation should also be enhanced (Riordan, 2014). Inclusivity means that
people within an organisation are and feel valued and respected and also are provided with the same
opportunities as others (Riordan, 2014). An inclusive organisations will amongst others face a lowturnover of participants (Riordan, 2014), something both Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate
Movement are experiencing. In addition to that, it will narrow the gap between their organisation and
(local) realities, and therefore both organisations will be a better representation of societies interests.
Therefore, it is important to further examine how a structural financial income can be generated, what
other factors are why both organisations lack inclusivity and diversity within their organisations, and
how this can be improved in order to be more effective as an organisation.

Another challenge is that the current Dutch climate movement seems fragmented and collaboration
between different organisations if often difficult to establish. Yet it is important to look at the
possibilities for collaboration and block formation within the Dutch climate movement. Research show
that when organisations within a movement collaborate together are more likely to achieve their
common goal(s) (Van Dyke, 2003; Beamish & Luebbers, 2009). Collaboration between organisations
will provide the Dutch climate movement with opportunities to organize events with a bigger number
of participants and also have a greater change of influence the transition to a more sustainable society
(Van Dyke, 2003). Therefore, it is important to further examine why collaborations in the Dutch climate
movement currently seem to fail and how collaboration can be facilitated.

5.4 Reflection on theory and methodology
In light of exploring the strategies of Dutch climate movement organisations, this study kept in mind
that Dutch climate movement organisations appear to have a more New Social Movement character
(Pichardo, 1997; Kendall et al., 2005; Opp, 2009) in which agency (conscious awareness) of the social
movement is as important as its structural elements (Jasper, 2004). Results about the view, goal(s),
strategy and organisational capacity of both Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement
confirm that the organisations can indeed be identified as a New Social Movement. Both movements
highly emphasize (the need of) social changes in society in order to be able to make the transition
towards a more sustainable society and in being able to tackling the current climate crisis. They believe
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that a regenerative culture with corresponding norms, values, discourses and ideologies are
incredibility important to be able to make this transition as a society. Also they believe that culture can
be used as a means in order to reach their goal(s). Keeping this in mind throughout the entire study
appeared to be useful in understanding the Dutch climate movement, preparing the research (such as
the interview guide to be able to ask the right questions) as in connecting with the interviewees.

In order to study the strategy and the challenges that both organisations face, this study also made
use of Jasper’s view (2004) on agency, namely that he believes that an important characteristic of
agency is making choices. Jasper (2004) described four sets of questions, of which this study only made
use of the first two. The first set of questions examines the nature of the dilemma and thus researches
what the dilemma is, why the SMO this dilemma has and how important this dilemma is for the SMO
(Jasper, 2004). The second set examines the choices the SMO makes regarding this dilemma and thus
researches what has led to the decision that the SMO made (Jasper, 2004). These two category of
questions have enabled this study to provide insights in the different strategies Dutch climate
movement organisations choose to support a transition towards a more sustainable society in the
Netherlands. Not only is explored what the different dilemmas (in strategies and organisational
capacity) were of both Dutch climate movements, but also why they choose the one or the other in
this dilemma. Studying the why is in this studies opinion at least as important as studying the what.
However, even though Jasper’s view on agency and the guidance in the kind of questions you can ask
as a researcher has enabled this study to gain insights in why the organisations choose the strategy
they choose, it is not a suitable framework to do explanatory research into the strategies of both
organisations when a good overview on the strategies of the organisations are mostly unknown.
Therefore, it would have been better to propose a conceptual framework in which there is more
guidance in how to explore strategies of organisations. Exploring the motivation (Messick & Kramer,
2004) of both organisations was a good start, but this could have been improved by proposing a more
complete framework for exploring different strategies.

Studying the organisational capacity of both organisations of the Dutch climate Movement appeared
a little more difficult than exploring the strategies. Organisational capacity is mostly studied within
businesses and therefore has a highly institutional approach which leaves little to no room for norms,
values, discourses and ideologies within these organisations even though these might play a major role
in the emergence, strategies, structures and processes of SMOs (Zald, 2017). Especially for New Social
Movement Organisations, who move away from the institutional approach of social movements and
its organisations and instead focusses more on the culture, which includes these norms, values,
discourses and ideologies, of social movements (Pichardo, 1997; Kendall et al., 2005). As a result, (but
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not only) for (new) social movement organisations, there is not a well-defined definition of
organisational capacity and therefore also not a clear method with which organisational capacity can
be identified and measured (Cairns et al., 2005; Cox et al., 2018; Christensen & Gazley, 2008). However,
Cox et al. (2018) has identified commonly used characteristics to assess organisational capacity and
also developed a basic tool, which consists of a list of questions to assess these characteristics. But
because the work of Cox et al. (2018) also featured a more business and institutional approach, not all
characteristics and its corresponding definitions and questions fit the purpose of this study of (New)
Social Movement Organisations. Therefore, characteristics that could apply to this study had to be
identified and the questions of the basic tool had to be altered to fit the purpose of this study. New
definitions for the characteristics were described and questions were altered (see chapter 2 and Annex
1). During the interviews, the definitions were cross-checked with the respondents and confirmation
was given about the descriptions of the characteristics (especially the difference between leadership
in businesses and leadership in (New) Social Movement Organisations appeared to be a major
difference). For reference, see chapter 4 of this study. Although a list of characteristics was identified,
definitions and a list of questions were rewritten, the list appeared not to be extensive enough. During
the interviews and research, some other elements came up which appeared to be of significance as
well. For example, where the researcher of this study beforehand thought accountability would not fit
the purpose of this study, it appeared to be a major topic within the organisations. Even though they
do not have measuring frameworks for accountability in place, they actively mitigate individual
accountability. Other challenges such as finances, inclusivity and diversity, and connection to local
reality appear to be major challenges they face. Therefore, this study can conclude that the conceptual
framework for assessing the organisational capacity of the Dutch climate movements can be further
researched and improved. Since organisational capacity within SMOs is argued to be one of the key
capacities for SMOs to be successful (Chenoweth, 2017) and because organisational capacity has
gained a more dominant role in the achievement of the performance of an organisation (Christensen
& Gazley, 2008), further research could focus on the development of a method to asses organisational
capacity of social movements. This will contribute to effectiveness and successiveness of social
movements.
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6. Conclusion
This chapter concludes the study of the strategies and organisational capacity of Extinction Rebellion
and The Youth Climate Movements and therefore summarized the answer to the research questions
‘What are the different strategies of Dutch climate movement organisations to support a transition
towards a more sustainable society in the Netherlands?’ and ‘What is the organisational capacity of
Dutch climate movement organisations and does it support their strategies for a transition towards a
more sustainable society in the Netherlands?’.

First, both Extinction Rebellion and The Youth Climate Movement can be classified as new
organisational movements, that highly emphasise (the need of) social changes in society in order to be
able to make the transition towards a more sustainable society and in being able to tackling the current
climate crisis. They believe that a regenerative culture with corresponding norms, values, discourses
and ideologies are incredibility important to be able to make this transition as a society. They both
believe in an inclusive system change towards a more sustainable society, but inclusive system change
has for both organisations a different meaning. Extinction Rebellion argues for an institutional change
with a deliberative form of democracy, whereas The Youth Climate Movement operates within
institutional boundaries and wants to arrange the future in a more climate friendly way together. In
order to reach this, both organisations have constituted different goals. Extinction Rebellion asks the
State to declare a climate emergency, to go carbon neutral by 2025 and to constitute citizen
assemblies. In this, they do not want to steer in solutions on climate topics. The Youth Climate
Movement represents Dutch youth from 18 to 32 years old, aims for carbon neutrality in 2050 and
wants a more ambitious Dutch climate policy in the Netherlands. In this they contribute with solutions
on topics. Not only their goals are different from each other, their strategies are too. Extinction
Rebellion is an organisation that has a main strategy of non-violent direct action against local and
national governments in which disruption, creativity and outreach are very important and in which
they perform massive civil disobedience. Their strategy is science-based and has a very strong visual
part. The Youth Climate Movement on the other hand is a umbrella organisation that aims to represent
the united voice of Dutch youth in the climate debate. They get their input mostly from affiliated
organisations, and are now trying to also get input from individual youth. The organisation is nonactivist lobby organisation, that aims to be a constructive dialogue partner for the government that
comes up with solutions for a more ambitious climate policy. It is important to note that there is no
‘good’ or ‘wrong’ strategy. It is suggested that a successful movement should consist of a spectrum of
strategies in order to be effective. By choosing both a different type of strategy, Extinction Rebellion
and The Youth Climate Movement strengthen the Dutch climate movement as a whole.
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Second, both organisations have challenges in front of them concerning their organisational capacity.
Extinction Rebellion’s challenges are closely related to the decentralized and autonomous nature of
their organisation, and lie in making their decentralized organisation more efficient, streamlining their
evaluation and creating efficient feedback loops, integrating both internal and external
communication and strengthen collaboration with other organisations in the Dutch climate
movement. For The Youth Climate Movement challenges lie in giving structure to the governance of
their organisation, enhancing the quality of their evaluation and strengthen collaboration with other
organisations in the Dutch climate movement. Both organisations are aware of this and are actively
working on these issues. However, other characteristics cause more problems to the organisations of
which both organisations are aware, but to which both organisations should give more attention to in
order to solve these dilemmas in such a way it fits the organisation. Both organisations face the
challenge of securing a structural financial income, which threatens the continuity and projects of the
organisations itself and also the inclusive and diverse culture within the organisations. Amongst others,
a result of that is that both organisations also face the major challenge of reaching inclusivity and
diversity within their own organisations. Having a diverse and inclusive organisations will provide the
organisations with several benefits, such as a more successful decision-making, better ability to
support strategy and reach organisational goal(s) and a lower turn-over of participants. In addition to
that, it will narrow the gap between their organisation and (local) realities, and therefore both
organisations will be a better representation of societies interests. For both organisations it is also
important to look at the possibilities for collaboration and block formation within the Dutch climate
movement. The Dutch climate movement is then more likely to achieve their common goal(s), since it
will provide the Dutch climate movement with opportunities to organize events with a bigger number
of participants and also have a greater change of influence the transition to a more sustainable society.
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Annexes
Annex 1: Interview guide
Introduction
My name is Lianne Slagter and I am currently a master student of Forest and Nature Conservation at
Wageningen University and Research, specializing in Sustainable Development Diplomacy. This
interview takes place in the context of my master thesis research , which is about the strategies of
Dutch climate movement organisations to support a transition towards a more sustainable society in
the Netherlands, and about the what the organisational capacity of Dutch climate movement
organisations is and if it supports their strategies for a transition towards a more sustainable society
in the Netherlands. In this interview I would like to talk to you about the strategies and organisational
capacity of Extinction Rebellion/Youth Climate Movement. The interview will take up 60 minutes of
your time and I will take short notes during the conversation.

I would like to ask you if you give your consent for this interview being recorded for transcribing and
analysis purposes. After transcribing and analysis of the recording, the recording will be deleted. After
transcription and analysis a draft interview report will be made up, in which only your organisation and
not your name will be mentioned. I would like to ask you if I can send you this report to check whether
the report is a valid representation of our conversation.
Do you have any other questions before we start?
If the respondent answered positively and has no further questions, the recording starts now.

Introductory questions (for the recording)
Can you tell me from which organisation you are?
What is your role within the organisation?

Strategy
What are the main goals of the organisation?
Have the goals of the organisation changed over time? Why?
How does the organisation aim to achieve these goals?
Is there a strategy to achieve these goals?
Is there an actionable plan that helps to achieve these goals?
What are the activities organized to achieve these goals? E.g. disruption/debate or
direct/indirect action.
How does the organisation think their chosen type of action supports their goals?
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What factors determine which kind of action the organisation uses?
Do you sometimes have internal discussion on this strategy? About what?
How does the organization decide on different strategies?
Does the organization evaluate their strategies?
Did the organization change their strategies throughout time? If so, why?
What is in your opinion societal change and how do you think it happens?
Do you think a societal transition is happening now? How?
Do you think the organisation supports to the transition? How?
Do you see an effect of your activities on society and its transition?
What needs to be done (more) in order to make this societal transition happen?
What does the organisation need (more) to achieve their goals (better)?
Does the organisation run into dilemma’s or obstacles during achieving your goals?

Organizational capacity*
Now follow some questions about, amongst others, how the organisation functions. I will ask some
questions about again your strategies, the structure of your organisations, the skills you have etc.

Strategy
Is the strategy, as explained by you before, written down and accessible for everyone?
Do you communicate about the strategy? Internally or/and externally?
Does everyone agree or are there also discussions? If so, about what, and how?
Does everyone live by the defined strategy?
Would you say that there is one strategy that is shared by everyone?
Do you feel that the strategy is clear to everyone? Or could that be improved?
Do you think that the strategy supports the achievement of the organisations goals?

Leadership
How is leadership within the organisation established and/or viewed?
Who for example is responsible for taking difficult decisions within the organisation?
What is your view on the concept of leadership?
Do you think people in the organisation are encouraged to express their ideas/suggestions?
Does the organisation set a good example for others by the way they behave?

Structure of the organisation
How is your organisation structured? Why so?
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Are organisational processes and policies written down and accessible for everyone?
Does the organization work with involved stakeholders to achieve the organisational goals?
How does the organisation communicate internally and with other stakeholders?
Do you think the organisational structure is adaptive to changing circumstances?
Do you think this structure supports the achievement of the organisational goals/efficient flow of
work?

Skills
What skills and qualifications do people in the organisation have?
Do people have to have specific skills to be able to join the organisation?
Do you think people in the organization have the right skills and qualifications to achieve
organisational goals?

Evaluation, learning and adaptation
Do people in the organization receive training to support their work?
Do you believe people have incentives to improve their skills?
Do you think the organization is good at innovating and adapting in order to achieve its objectives?

Accountability
Does the organisation have a measuring framework for accountability? Can you explain this?
Are points of accountability written down and accessible for everyone?
Does the organisation have internal controls for accountability (e.g. budget)?
Are organisational members held to account in terms of how they contribute to
organisational success?
Do external stakeholders hold the organisation to account for its performance?
How important do you believe accountability is for the organisation?
Do you think people in the organisation take personal responsibility for their work and
decisions?
Do you think there is appropriate guidance in accountability for the organisation?

Conclusion
This is the end of the interview. Do I have missed something or do you have any questions left?
The recording can be stopped after the respondent has answered the question.

* Disclaimer: some of the questions of organisational capacity are borrowed from Cox. et al., (2018).
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Annex 2: Consulted respondents
I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the respondents that agreed to contribute to this
research by means of an interview. Their knowledge and guidance has been of crucial importance for
the accomplishment of the research. To maintain their privacy, their names are replaced with codes.
However, all of them gave their permission to share their organisation and position within the
organisation.
Code interviewee
R:1

Organisation
The Youth Climate
Movement

R:2

Extinction Rebellion

R:3

The Youth Climate
Movement

R:4

Extinction Rebellion

R:5

Extinction Rebellion

R:6

Extinction Rebellion

R:7

Extinction Rebellion

R:8
R:9

R:10

The Youth Climate
Movement
The Youth Climate
Movement

Informant

Position

Interview date

Current Treasurer

08-04-2020

Co-founder XT
Wageningen local and
study group, national
facilitator for the
political strategy circle
XR Netherlands,
international systems
and development for XR
International
Former Marketing
Manager, Former
Treasurer and Former
president
Former local circle
member Wageningen,
representative of the
action and logistics
circle, former member of
the Dutch coordination
circle, member of the
global rebellion circle
and the European
rebellion
Member local
agriculture circle cirkel
Member of the political
strategy circle XR
Netherlands
Member of the political
strategy circle XR
Netherlands
Project manager Climate
Agreement
Former vice-president
and Former treasurer
Anthropologist
University of
Amsterdam, research
student Fridays for
Future

13-04-2020

09-05-2020

12-05-2020

18-05-2020
21-05-2020
05-07-2020
10-07-2020
21-07-2020

12-08-2020
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R:11

Extinction Rebellion

R:12

Informant

R:13

Extinction Rebellion

R:14

The Youth Climate
Movement and
Extinction Rebellion

General active member
in Wageningen, local
strategy Wageningen,
Spokesperson local and
national level, Member
Action and Logistics
Circle
Associate professor
WUR, chair group
Sociology of
Development and
Change (SDC)
Was there when it
started in 2018, member
of the national PSC
circle, member of the
student group and
helping setting up XR
Amsterdam
Member of the work
group campagnes at The
Youth Climate
Movement and Speaker
for Extinction Rebellion

24-08-2020

25-08-2020

29-08-2020

01-09-2020
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Annex 3: Example and explanation of coding methodology
Shown underneath is a print screen of a part of a transcribed interview of a member of The Youth
Climate Movement in the coding program Atlas.ti. Shown is a relevant fragment about evaluation.
With the top down approach the researcher was able to look for relevant themes under ‘strategy’ or
‘organisational capacity’, in this case ‘evaluation’ (Flick, 2018). Next was the labeling. The labeling, here
‘annual evaluation’, ‘annual policy plan’, ‘annual report’, ‘partnership evaluation’, ‘partnerships’,
‘project evaluation’, allowed the researcher to explore what evaluation exactly entails or means for
The Youth Climate Movement (Flick, 2018).

After all interviews were labeled in the way described above, the code manager of Atlas.ti enabled the
researcher to merge codes (such as synonyms). This brought down the number of codes significantly.
After cleaning up and finishing the codebook, the labeled pieces of text were compared and analyzed
per fragment. In this case all the fragments ‘evaluation’ could be compared. Atlas.ti shows all the
different labels that comes with fragments that are about evaluation. Through axial coding (looking for
categories) under a certain theme, in this case ‘evaluation’, the researcher could identify that The
Youth Climate Movement has a very big emphasis on yearly evaluations, in addition to project
evaluations. However, they also believe their evaluation can be a lot better. Following the analysis the
results per theme were described, including quotes from the respondents (Dutch quotes were
translated to English).
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When a fragment appeared that could not be identified by a top down approach, the fragment would
be marked with a question mark. Next step was bottom-up labeling. The bottom-up labeling allowed
the researcher to explore new or different themes as they came up during the interviews (Flick, 2018).
This entailed axial coding, in which the researcher looked for categories, and selective coding, in which
the researcher looked for central themes (Baarda et al., 2007; Baarda et al., 2009). An example of this
is that both organisations struggle with securing a structural financial income, and therefore face
capacity problems. Following the analysis the relevant results per new or different theme were
described, including quotes from the respondents (Dutch quotes were translated to English).
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